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1W0RD PUZZLE

Four students from (Rockland,
cue each from Union and Warren
at the University of Maine, having
made an average of B or better in
their courses during the Fall se
mester. were Included in the dean’s
list issued by James A. Gannett,
registrar. They were:
From Rcckland: Frederick M.
Perry, son of Mrs. Helen D. Perry,
a senior in general engineering;
Joseph H. Dondis, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Dondis. a sophomore
in civil engineering: Katherine F.
Rice, daughter of Capt. andi Mrs.
Keryn ap Rice, a sophomore in the
college of arts and sciences; and,
Stanley A Murray, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Allan J. Murray, a freshman
in chemical engineering.
James A. McEdward, son of Mr.
and Mrs. D. D. McEdward of Union,
a senior in mechanical engineer
ing; Jasper A. Spear, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Forrest E. Spear of Warlen, a senior in history.
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“Kippy Karnival”
Committees Are Working
Over Time To Make An
nual Event a Success
Preparations for the annual
Kippy Karnival are well under
way at the High School this week.
Committee heads are ably direct
ing the work which is enthusias
tically being carried out by all
hands.
In keeping with the times the
theme of the Karnival this year
will be galy patriotic. Overhead
lights will pour the significant “V"
and one wall will be nearly hidden
by the stars and stripes of our
flag. The individual booths will
be patriotically trimmed with flags
and representatives of the allied
counties.
This is the one project of the
school in which every student may
participate and everyone loyally
and cheerfully “pitches in” mak
ing the Karnival financially and
socially a success, both for his own
class and for the whole school.
The “bigget and best yet’’ is the
word going around the school. The
whole public Is invited to see for
itself on February 20.

FRUIT BASKETS

•»»
Choice Fruit, carefully packed,
tastefully arranged, promptly
delivered

NAUM & ADAMS
220 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. «n
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"From New Lands to Old’’ was
the title of the Esso picture shown was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
at yesterday's meeting of the Rock was established in 1855 and in 1861 changed its name to the Tribune.
land Lions Club through the cour These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
tesy ofi Howard Thomas and with
Mr. (Williams of the Personnel De
[EDITORIAL]
partment at the projector.
Colored pictures, very clear and
THANKS WE APPRECIATE '
of much beauty, took the Lions on
a 22000-mile journey from Paris
The Courier-Gazette’s willingness to co-operate in any
to Bombay, made in a five-car
local undertaking, through the use of its columns, or in any
motor caravan by the Thaw Asiatic
other possible way, is probably well known to the great ma
Expedition, headed by Mrs. Mar
jority of its readers. We are quite content to let the matter
garet Thaw and Lawrence Thaw
rest there, with the knowledge that we have done our duty
over every kind of a highway and
to the best of cur ability, not expecting or asking thanks.
across shifting sands. The ex
But when such an expression of gratitude comes to us volun
plorers traveled in a 40-foot de
tarily we feel doubly repaid for any assistance we may have
luxe trailer, which they termed
lent. And such an expression came yesterday from Frederic
a “land yacht, w’hich, with the
H. Bird, chairman of the Red Cross War Fund drive, who,
other cars “gassed up’’ with 530
noting that this effort had gone over the top, sent to The
gallons of Esso before leaving
Courier-Gazette the following note of approval:
Paris.
It is a pleasure to take this opportunity to thank you per
Passing through Germany, they
sonally and the staff of your paper for the splendid co-oper
ation you gave us in publishing our lists of contributors and
saw the war machine getting into
any news or comments about the progress of our fund. I as
motion, and were escortedd out of
sure you that as the fund progressed, it became aipparent that
that country in a very rapid, if
The Ccurier-Gazette was a very potent factor in the success
courteous manner. Strange scenes
of our campaign. Again allow me to extend to you the ap
preciation and thanks of the Red Cross, the committee and
were shown on the journey, a de
myself.
scription of which would' occupy
We have already given expression to our opinion of the
columns not at this paper's dis
splendid
task performed by Chairman Bird, who, new to that
posal.
sort
of
thing,
rallied about him a willing and hard-working
King Lion Lendon C. Jackson, Jr.
committee,
and
did not cease his efforts until the drive was
told of a visit to the Camden Club
successfully
completed.
It was Mr. Bird’s first endeavor along
with Bradford Burgess and Virgie
those
lines,
and
we
believe
we simply express public opinion
F. Studley the previous night, and
when
we
say
that
Rockand
has found another young worker
of the invitation here received to
destined to be heard from in other fields. Our congratuput on the Spring zone meeting in
latons
go to him, and to his associates on the committee.
this city next month.
Plans were made to visit the new
CARELESSNESS AGAIN
club at Boothbay Harbor.
Dr. G. 'W. Soule made another
"There is no evidence of sabotage. Carelessness has served
appeal for a blood plasma, and
the enemy with equal effectiveness.”
gained from the members a
The above lines featured yesterday’s despatches con
promise of blood or money.
cerning the disaster which befell the 83,000-ton steamship
Guest yesterday were Justice
Normandie which was burned at her dock in the Hudson
Nathaniel Tompkins and Court
River. Carelessness which will cost this government from
Reporter Edward T. Richardson.
six to ten millions of dollars, and which so nearly cost scores
of lives. Carelessness on the peaceful shores of the Hudson
river, where men were engaged in a vast and highly im
portant undertaking! Carelessness at Pearl Harbor! Are all
A gift of $250 has been received
wars doomed to have such frightful blunders?
frem the Central Maine Power Com
pany, by courtesy of H. P. Blcdgett,
PENSIONS FOR CONGRESSMEN
Division Manager of Rockland, fcr
War Funds of Knox County Red
The Rampeck bill, granting pensions to Congressmen
Cross Chapter townships in which
appears to have stirred up a hornet’s nest in the National
the company eperates. The amount
Capital, and already a dozen bills have been presented seek
has been divided pro rata, propor
ing the repeal of the act. Meantime the mails in Washington
tionately to the quota voluntarily
are cluttered with derisive “Bundles for Congress,” and
assumed, as follows:
thousands or letters from the constituents "back home.”
Camden and Hope................. $42.00
Legislators who professed ignorance of the pension bill pro
Appleton ...............................
5.00
visions got cold comfort from Rep. Vinson (D.-Oa.), who
Washington ........... ’.............
6.00
chided them for not keeping abreast of what was going on in
Union ..................................... 15.00
the house. Representative Smith, R.-Oh:o, declares that the
Warren ............................
14.00
Rampeck bill was "sneaked through the House,” and he pro
Thomaston & So. Thomaston 34.00
poses to have each member make a public record cf his posi
Friendship and Cushing ......
7.00
tion. Smith's bill wculd abolish pensions for Congressmen
St. George ............................. 14.00
but for the 250,000 appointive office-holders. This newspaper
Rockland & Owl’s Head ..... 99.00
has always been a firm believer that there are two sides to
Rockport ............................... 14.00
every argument, one probably being the very heavy expense
Total .................................. $250.00
to which all Congressmen are constantly subjected. This
would probably be answered by the argument that the Con
gressmen know what they are facing when they seek the
positions.

From Central Maine

A Great Mattress Value!
THE WAR CAN BE LOST

his world free from the
mistakes of the centuries
ve closed men's hearts to
tier treasures of life.
Comrades We Will Win!

Agnes L. Scott
line. Mass.. Feb. 7.

FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLYI
Special Sale ef

RED + CROSS
MATTRESSES
A Regular $34.95 Value
Now—

Genuine RED CROSS
Mattress with all the
fine features of the
highest priced RED
CROSS Mattresses.
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the mattress.
Everlock hinged Pre
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unit.
Uphol
stered with sisal ond
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Singapore is far from the end. If it should be lost, how
ever, it would enormously increase our difficulties, and reduce
these of the Japanese. The whole Indies are now immediately
in peril. What we could have done before by building a hun
dred new bombers will now require 200 if not more. What
ten new freighters could have accomplished before will now
call for 20, and so on. Though our production curves here
may be rising at a rate beyond anything the Axis can match,
it is not yet clear that we are gaining sufficiently in terms of
effective power at the points where it must be applied.
It is in that sense that we are slipping. Unless this trend
is reversed, the point will arrive at which the Axis becomes in
fact impregnable to any effort the United Nations can make;
and once that point is reached, then world -power is within the
Axis' grasp, and our civilization will be over. The foundation
of a sound strategy -must be laid in a wholly new attitude by
every section of government and people. It must begin with a
universal, and deadly serious, realization that the war can
be lost. One Immense advance in this spirit already has been
achieved—the creation of the WPB under Mr. Nelson. It is
tragic to look back upon the months wasted in confusion.
The armed services must rid themselves of whatever dry rot
they contain, and know that they have a people’s mandate to
wage a modern war, co-ordinated in every effort, regardless of
service prejudice or pride.
The further great fleld of civilian participation and pro
tection must be reformed. The Congressional revolt against
"boondoggling” in OOD is a healthy sign; it is still only an
attack on a minor symbol of the claptrap that runs all through
our attitude toward these things. Probably more foolishness
has been said and done about “morale'* than about any other
one aspect of the war effort. The whole air-raid protection
system here in New York shews but the vaguest considera
tion of real needs, means and the relation of the latter to the
total war effort. And so on. Everywhere, the grimmest
realism is what is now demanded. We must stop playing with
war—is all of the infinite varieties of that activity—and fight
with all we have and are.

A Japanese plane flying over Singapore at 7.30 a. m. yes

to
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We strongly urge you to buy the RED CROSS "Lozy
Luxury” Box Spring, also ot the some speciol price
as the mattress.

OTHER INNER SPRING MATTRESSES

$15.95 and up

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313 MAIN STREET,

(Herald Tribune)

MORNING’S NEWS IN A NUTSHELL

BOX
SPRINGS

ROCKLAND, ME.

THREE CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, February 12,1942

terday demanded “unconditional surrender.” But the British
are fighting on with the end seemingly close at hand. Singa
pore is termed "a smoking hulk for a mighty base.”
Three Frenchmen were shot in Paris yesterday on the
order of the German commander after a new outburst of
bombing directed at conqueror and collaborationist alike.
To thwart any Axis grab for the oil wealth of the Dutch
West Indies, the United States announced yesterday that it
had sent troops to the Dutch Islands of Aruba and Curacao
off the coast of Venezuela.
The eastern blade of the invasion scissors which tbe
Japanese are seeking to close on Java swung across the south
west peninsula of Celebes Island yesterday, but an air fleet
trying to reach the main Indies naval base of Soerabaja
was broken up by Dutch fighters over the Java Sea.
Strong Japanese forces have crossed the Calween River
above Martaban after apparently seizing that strategic city
protecting the approaches to Rangoon, the British high oommand ActoowlcUged iaatnight.
--------------------------------------

PRISON INMATES SHOW LOYALTY

Thursday
Issue

Volume 97.. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 19.

The Black Cat

Through Purchase of Defense Bonds and Aid
To Red Cross—The Prison School
Warden John H. Welch of the
Maine State Prison stated this
morning that the inmates of the
Thomaston institution are taking
a healthy interest in the events of
the war and have taken every ac
tion within their power to aid our
defense effort.
Within the past few weeks,
they have purchased through the
help of the Warden, Deputy War
den Rowell and Captain Elmer In
galls. over $1,000 worth of Defense
Bonds, as well as contributed: $18.35
to the President’s infantile paraly
sis fund and slightly over $100 to
the American Red Cross War
Fund.
The inmates have to get money
the hard way by saving from their
meager funds sent in by friends
and denying themselves of smokes
and candy and from earnings de
rived from the manufacture of
novelties and souveniers in their
spare time.
Their funds are extremely lim
ited as they have no income while
in the prison except what is sent
them or they can earn by spend
ing long hours working in their
cells making some article to be
sold ln the prison store. A dol
lar means more than $100 does to
the man in the outside world;
nevertheless, they offered it for
defense bonds and memberships
in the Red Cross, more than will
ing to donate their last cent to
help out their country in the war.
Even though they may be men
that society has punished by con
finement, they are — and it is
shown by their splendid: spiritgood Americans doing all they can
do for their country under the cir
cumstances.
The men follow the war news
closely by radio, charting the
progress of the armies each day
and are elated when the allied
forces make substantial gains, but
still optimistic when they suffer
a setback.
Through the efforts of prison
offlicials. several national maga
zines have been subscribed to for
use by the inmates. The funds
have come from the small profits
of the inmates' store. Ten copies

each of Life, American Magazine.
Colliers,
National
Geographic,
Saturday Evening Post and Popu
lar Mechanics have been ordered.
The magazines are distributed un
der the supervision of the Deputy
(Warden Rowell to tbe inmates
while in their cells, and reach all
men in due time in the prison as
well as in the hospital and at the
farm in South Warren.
The prison school, started by
Warden Welch over a year ago,
has proven an outstanding suc
cess with students advancing
rapidly. An outstanding example
ls that of an inmate 50 years of
age who was unable to read or
write when he started the classes
a year ago who has applied him
self in such a manner that to
day he can write a fair hand and
can read.
One of the guards has been as
signed as instructor in the school
and has an inmate assistant.
Classes are held from 1 to 3 p. m.
and the men have an opportunity
to study in their cells from 4 to 9
p. m. Should a student need ex
tra help, the inmate instructor is
permitted to give him additional
assistance in his cell.
The course of study starts with
the usual first grade work and
students are allowed to progress
as rapidly as possible. There is
no question but that the rehabili
tation of a literate man is far
simpler than that of an illiterate
and Warden Welch and his staff
have started with the foundation
of the problem and are building
with a marked degree of success.
In addition to the actual ad
ministration of the institution,
Warden Welch, is a successful
farmer which the report of the
farming operations of the prison
prove and are shown below. The
fact that a state Institution can
show a profit is most unusual, but
it is becoming the usual thing at
the Thomaston prison and at the
State Prison Farm in South War
ren. Thc operations costs and1 profit
are shown for the month of Janu
ary and for the past seven months
with the costs of operations of the
prison farm barracks deducted.

In Superior Court

Barney Tarvis' restaurant, Jan. 15,
1942.
Harry J. Hachey of Portland,
breaking, entering and larceny,
dwelling house of Michael Ristaino,
Ncv. 7, 1941.
Thomas H. Young of Matinicus,
breaking, entering and larceny,
dwelling house of Orris L. Phil
brook, Dec. 31, 1941.
Joseph Vasso of Rockland, break
ing and entering, storehouse of
Tidewater Associated Oil Company,
Nov. 18, 1941.
• • • •
In the course of the prayer which
Rev. Guy Wilson offered upon the
opening of Court Tuesday morning
he said:
"Our Heavenly Father, in the
light of the world's ills, our indis
cretions and transgressions to be
brought jbefore this Court may ap
pear trivial; yet for the common
good it is not Thy will that our per
sonal embroilments, individual dif
ferences, and sins against society
go unmolested and unadjusted.
“To the end that we may be prop
erly represented Thou hast given
each of us a defender in proper
constituted counsel. For this pro
vision in a democracy we thank
Thee
"Thou hast given us, likewise, he
who, in the trust of the state—is to
preside over all deliberations. To
him, is entrusted the power to ad
minister firmness in the midst of
weakness, justice where injustice
might appear, and to extend mercy
where mitigation of punishment is
merited. As he > is ever mindful of
the Great Judge who sits above,
may we be ever mindful of the au
thority here represented by the will
of the people, and vested in him,
and may we in this court render
that deference and respect that becometh a great and a free people.
"To those who may be asked to
face charge, on this or succeeding

Grand Jury Returns Seven
Indictments—Thomas
ton Will Case
The February term of Superior
Court, which seemed booked for only
a week’s stand, is destined for a
considerable longer session, on ac
count of the Lucy Rokes will case,
which .has been especially assigned
for next Monday.
The plaintiff in this suit is the
Knox County General Hospital,
which is appealing from the decree
of Harry E. Wilbur, judge of pro
bate. Otis & Harmon are counsel
for the Hospital; Jerome C. Bur
rows represents Ernest Key wood,
principal beneficiary under the will;
and Alfred M. Strout appears for
the Thomaston National Bank.
The case has excited a great deal
of interest in this section and may
last several days.
• • • •
The Grand Jury completed the
second term of its year Tuesday aft
ernoon, reporting the following in
dictments:
Thomas H. Young of Matinicus,
breaking, entering, and larceny,
Thurston Oil Co., Nov. 15, 1941.

Mauritz L. Danielson of Rock
land, breaking, entering and larceny,
Michael Ristalno's restaurant, Jan.
6, 1942.

John C. Nystrom of Rockland,
breaking, entering and larceny,

PARK THEATRE
WANTED

CANDY GIRL
Apply

AT OFFICE

(By The Roving Reporter)

I

It may be due to radio announcers from the high character and reputa
that this office lately receives many tion for veracity held by my inform
written communications which make ant. A certain potato grower had a
use of the actual word, "quote” in
crop one year which was valued at
stead of using the quotation marks.
In verbal comments there is, of $250,000, and a friend who belongs
course, no other way to signify di j to the legal fraternity promptly adrect discourse on the part of an 1 vised him to spend $100,000 of it on
other person, but on paper the time an annuity. But that excellent Idea
proven “ and ” are still the proper , didn’t click. “All my life,” said he,
symbols, I believe.
“I have had one ambition, and that
was to build the largest bam in
Lovers of poetry, who make use Arcostook County.” And so he built
of the Rockland Public Library, one that certainly fulfilled his de
offer the suggestion that a new set sires, capping the climax by erecting
of James Russell Lowell's poems be upon the top of it a weathervane
installed there. One patron informs which cost $1500.
me that the shelves contain only
four old volumes.
And then this man, who had sud
denly come possessed of a good sized
The Interstate Commerce Com fortune, erected a modern house,
mission has authorized a 10 percent which included in its equipment a
increase in passenger fares, deem bath in .every room. The fame of
ing it necessary to meet higher cp- the mansion and the big barn spread
erating costs of the carriers.
abroad, and the people came from
all over to see them—came literally
Formal bridal dresses are in great by the thousands, and the shrewd
demand in Britain despite the pre potato grower conceived the idea
vailing system of clothes rationing, of charging 25 cents admission. This
says the Department of Commerce. earned him a considerable revenue,
You can’t blame “lease and lend” but alas! One night the mammoth
for that.
bam burned flat, and it started a
chain of ill luck which transformed
Commuters frem the North to the erstwhile potato king into ‘‘Just
Rockland of an early morning look another farmer.”
with longing eyes and twitching
trigger fingers at a flock of black
Persons who visit the city’s busi
ducks which frequently hover un ness center, and who are not sup
der the bank along Glen Ccve. Duck plied with wrist watches are puzzled
soup wouldn't go bad for supper on to know the time of day, with the
these frosty nights, but the calen Daniels clock and the Knox County
dar remains the birds’ trusty guar Trust Company’s clock lying down
dian.
on the job. Being silent timepieces
it can scarcely be said that they
One hears some fanciful tales
have gone on a strike.
about the Aroostook industry, but
here is one that is true, judging Where will you put the strawberry
bed this year to fool the robins?—Ed.
days, may honesty and humility of Pointer in the Baston Globe.
utterance be given, and whatever be
That’s an easy one. Put it where
the decision—in each case—may you put the corn patch to fool the
we ever bear in our thinking the European com borer.
words of our cwn great American Haddock roe is in, and even tas
whose birth we commemorate this tier than usual—boiled, split, but
week'still it must be said, that the tered, reheated1 a moment and
judgments of the Lord are true and served with baked potato and per
righteous altogether’.”
haps a few strips of bacon. Tip:
• • • •
get the smaller roe.—Ed. Pointer in
Naturalization hearings were held The Boston Globe.
yesterday afternoon, with Mr. Lynch
I hope they never put Col. Frank
from the Boston Naturalization
P. Sibley on a diet.
Office present. Fcllowing ts a list
of new citizens:
Rockland last Sunday escaped the
Anselm Aho of South Thomas ice storm which appears to have
ton, native of Finland; Jens Sigurd swept across Hope and Union and
Carlson of Vinalhaven, native ef into the outskirts of Waldoboro. Mo
Sweden, name changed to Jack torists passing through those sec
Sigurd Carlsen; Selma Ida Biggers tions are amazed by thousands of
of Thcmaston, native of Canada; trees laden with ice and snow,
Vaino Tahi of Thomaston, native of many of them bent over until they
Finland, name changed to Alfred touch the ground. On either side
Starr; Mary Asiala of Vinalhaven, of this storm belt is not the slight
native of Finland; Lillian Ttfeal est trace of it.
Mathews of Warren, native of Can
ada; Ture Algot Engelhart Jacob One year ago: The grand jury re
son of St. George native or Sweden; ported five indictments—Rockland
Vincent Doucette of Rockland and High School defeated Thomaston
Vinalhaven, native of Nova Scotia; and won the Knox-Lincoln basket
John Lindell of Ncrth Cushing, ball championship—Knox Lodge of
native of Finland; Hugo Alexander Odd Fellows rededicated its hall—•
Lehtinen of Long Cove, native of1 Perry Greene, Maine guide, ad
Finland; Victor Charles Emile Le- dressed the Lions Club—Mrs. Wil
Glcahec of Rockland, native of liam Warren died at Vinalhaven.
France; Kaarlo Waldemar Salonen
of Appleton, native of Finland,
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
name changed to Charles Waldcmar Salo; Hurley David Oliver of If I bad my life to live again 1
have made a rule to read some
Rockland, native of New Brunswick. would
poetry and listen to some music at
The following were repatriated: least once a week. The loea of these
tastes la a loea of happiness.—Charlea
Ida Alvina Johnson Korpinen of Darwin
Rockland; Inez Suzanna Lehto of
AT LINCOLN’S BIRTHPLACE
Rockland; Florence Rebecca Sneers
Here
ln the forest grim, this cabin
of Vinalhaven; Carrie Belle Thomp
rude
Cradled the synonym of liberty
son of Rockland.
millions of earth’s sons, whom
he set free
From bondage—bestial labors—servi
tude;
He. with democracy's Ideals, imbued
The hearts of valiant men, who
dared to be.
Under the will of God. the agency
For ushering ln man’s greater brother
hood.
To

BASKETBALL
ROCKLAND HIGH
VS.

THOMASTON HIGH SCHOOL
(Boys’ and Girls* Teams)

FRIDAY NIGHT, FEBRUARY 13

AT COMMUNITY BUILDING
JUNIOR VARSITY BEGINS AT 6.30
DOORS OPEN AT 7.30
Prices 30c and 46c

LOST
. A six-months’-old male tiger
kitten, black predominating, with
doable front paws, green eyes,
and answers to the name of
“MitxL"
MAXINE PERRY
64 Summer Street, Rockland, Me.
TeL 186-R

bis birth—obscure his native
heath.
He rose to power, and wrongs were
Hellward hurled:
Like to our Lord—high Heaven's Prince
of Peace.
Whose advent freed a sin-bound,
fettered world—
Here, ln the forest deep, was born a
man
Who caught the far-flung gleam from
Bethlehem.

Lowly

. . _

—By Brnst Ballantyoe
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Book Review
(By K. g. F.)
Sonnets. By Merrill Moore. Re
printed from The Sewanee Review
Dr. Moore, in jhls early 30’s, has a
mind full twice that age ln depth of
thought and understanding of life
and its varied ideology. He is an
instructor in the Harvard Medical
School, and pursues research in
Bostcn hospitals, as well as attends
to a private practice. His sonnets
which I have taken pleasure in read
ing and reviewing each issue they
have come to my desk are unusual,
American in thought and distinctive
in concept.
Sometimes it’s difficult to follow
his lines, and in the words of the
countryman “he’s mixen.” In fact
he has created his own school of
thought, possibly a psychological
mind. Really as he states In one of
his offerings to The Prince of Wales
—so I feel toward Dr. Moore.
As deep as cotton on a thousand
bales
My admiration for the Prince oi
Sone-1 ers, Merrill Moor?.

SEEKS MRS. SMITH’S SEAT
Robert E. Harlow of Augusta,
has announced, his candidacy for
the Republican nomination for the
Second District seat now held by
Representative Margaret C. Smith
(R.» of Skowhegan, also seeking
renomination. He is employed in
the Central Maine Power Com
pany’s Service Department.
All overmuch governing kills the
self-help and energy of the gov
erned.—Wendell Phillips

Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

If your Spring Hat

hasn’t U.S.onthe
front... it should

have US inside
Uncle Sam is the only hatter
we take off our hats to.
And if your new Spring bonnet
isn’t from his stock, it should be
from ours.

For “all out—all over” style
you’ve never seen their equal.

We can hardly wait until yon
come in and come back from the
mirror.

SPRING HATS

$4.00, $5.00, $6.00
The Popular Valentine For HER

A LADY BUXTON

BILL FOLD
For the MAN

A NEW SPRING TIE

GREGORYS
TEL. 294
414 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND. MB.
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Community Bowlers

The Post Office bowlers must be
way down in the bottom of a dark
brown slump. Last week they took
a trimming from the graybeards of
the Old Timers and now tlie Elks
have trampled them with a 4-1
score. Oh well, we can’t win all the
time, it would get monotonous say
the mail carriers.
Monday night the Snow outfit
took the Old Timers over the jumps
far a 5-0 score with Cole of the
shipbuilders rolling a 137 single
string and a 306 total for his eve
ning's work.
Texaco rolled up a 4-1 score cn
the Rice team Tuesday night with
Smith leading them with a 308 for
his evening's work.
Perry's Markets forfeited a match
on Tuesday night to the Kiwanis
Club with the service club team re
ceiving an award of a 5-0 score.
Wednesday night the Ladies
League had its innings and the Syl
vester's wen from the McKinney’s
with a 4-1 score for the evening’s
work. In the neighboring alleys,
the R.H.S. girls ran up a 4-1 total
on the hapless McRae outfit.
Monday Night
Post Office—Hary 292, McPhee
283, Dudley 269, Perry 284, Rack
liff 279, total 1407.
Elks—Anastasia 264. Sleeper 302,
Clark 287, Marshall 259, Raes 284.
total 1396.
Snows—McKinney 296, Crockett
256, Cole 306, Phillips 276. Gatcomb
279, total 1413.
Old Timers—Miller 252, Gocd
now 239, R. Richardson 247, F. Rich
ardson 262, Benner 265, total 1265.
Tuesday Night
Texaco—Smith 308. Sleeper 295,
McLoon 305, Carr 282, Hobbs 293,
total 1483.
Rice—Howard 293, Gardner 273.
Hodgkins 260, Estes 277, Cargill 279.
total 1382.
Wednesday Night
Sylvester—Sylvester 246, Dean 242,
Bradbury 260, D. Richardson 266.
M. Richardson 258, total 1272.
McKinney—McKinney 257. Hol
land 256, Blackington 232, Connon
242, Kent 248, total 1235.
• • • •
The Snow Shipbuilders are lead
ing the American League with the
Post Office close behind in the sec
ond position and the Kiwanians
holding down third position. Rice
and Texaco are having a mighty
battle for fourth honors.
In the National League, the Fire
Chiefs are running ahead closely
trailed by the Water Company,
Gulf and Armours.
[ R.HS. is out ahead in the Ladies'
League with the mighty Sylvesters
trailing while McRae and McKin
ney are having a close match for
the cellar berth.

1

The Tragedy of a CamntanCold!

Success is passing him by; promotions go to more dependable
men, this is the tragedy of uncertain health. Wasted time and
lowered efficiency are the penalties of frequent colds.
Many colds CAN be prevented. A physician's prescription for
medicine rich in vitamins can break the grip of cold infection.
Build up your body; sound health is sound business.

CORNER DRUG STORE, INC.
TEL. 379
MAIN AND LIMEROCK STREETS,

ROCKLAND, ME.

WHERE QUALITY AND ACCURACY PREVAIL

Basketball Battles

Rockland and Thomaston Go
Imminence of Peril Accentu Men Between 20 and 45 At It, Hammer and Tongs
'
Should Do So Saturday,
ates Stewart Pollard’s
Friday
Night
Sunday or Monday
Love of Humor

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

He that cometh to me shall
never hunger; and he that believeth on me shell never thirst.—
John 6:35.

A Letter From Oahu ! Where To Register

with the boys winding up the eve defense, from Styvle’s outfits, all

All men between the ages of 20
Guard House, Ft. Kamehameha,
Oahu, Terr, of Hawaii, Jan. 31. and 45 who have not registered in a
Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
previous draft registration will be
’Elloa, again, everybody! Here I requlred t0 regfeter either Saturday,
am back again with a few more
trnnt
notes from the Crossroads of the
j pacify ••
j County Selective Service Board anj Oee, but that return address locks ncunces that this registration inbad! But, to alleviate any worry eludes all men who had reached
that might cross your mind, let me their 20th birthday on or before Dec.
assure you—I am a member of the 31, 1941 and those who had not
guard, and, Not under guard.
1 reached their 45th birthday befcre
i According to the latest War De- Feb. 16. 1942.
i partment communique, there have! The hours of registration vary in
been no enemy activities in Hawaii the different towns, but, the standsince I last wr;te. Am glad to hear ' ard hours are from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
j it. as I should hate to think that I on Saturday and Sunday and 7 a. m.
am a “ghost-writer.”
! to 9 p. m. on Monday unless otherThe Army has been issuing gas,wise specified,
masks to the civilian population oft Hope-Selectmen's office SaturOahu. Already, over 158.000 have day and Sunday frcm 1
5
m
been issued. Mothers are finding and from 7 a. m. to 9 p. m. on Monthe, cases handy to carry their day.
Rockland — East Room of the
“papooses” and one local photogra
Community
Building.
pher advertises “Have Your Picture
Owls
Head
—Town Hall on Mon
Taken In (Your Gas Mask Best."
day only.
Capt. H. R. Shaw, chief ot the
Thomaston—Watts Hall.
Hawaiian
Department
Censors,
Friendship — Roy Wincapaw',
made the following statement when
hall.
he put the taboo on the “kiss-sign.”
Cushing—Office of the Town
“Censors are concerned not only
■SSlOEU
Clerk.
about the security of information
Warren — Intermediate School
and inclosure, but especially
„ Building.
about the security of love affairs.
Union, Appleton, Washington
Capt. Shaw made several sugges
and West Washington — Railway
that could be used as substi Express Agency in Union.
Who Tells of the Bike Sulky tions
tutes fcr x’s.
St. Gecrge—Town hall in Ten
and Some Oldtime
Girls may heavily smear their ant’s Haibor. For all of town, Sat
Recollections
kissers with lip-rouge, and then im urday and Sunday, 1 to 5 p. m. and
plant
the surplus goo at the end of from 7 a. m. to 9 p. m. Mcnday.
Camden, Feb 11
their letters.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Vinalhaven—Selectmen’s office.
Also, the “love and kisses” signal
I read that The Black Cat will
Isle au Haut — Town Clerk’s
ask Fred Green to tell us more used by “ham’’ radio operators may home.
about the bike sulky. Not wish- be used.
North Haven—Office of the First
ing to steal anybody’s thunder, I
Students, who were in the gradu Selectman.
can give some data as to origin of ating classes in the University of
Camden—Selectmen's office Sat
the pneumatic tired, two wheeled Hawaii, and in the various High urday and Sunday and in the
wagon.
Schools, who now hold defense posi Opera House on Monday.
The writer first saw one of the tions, and had passing grades up to South Thomaston — Town Hall
re-modelled at Uncle Gil Ingra Dec. 7 are to get their diplomas. (Monday only).
ham's Race Track at—then West Huh, when I»went to school, in or
Rockport — Selectmen’s
office
Camden Driving Park—West Rock der to get a job, you needed a di from 1 p. m. to 5 p. m. Saturday
port on the farm new owned by ploma. New, you need a job to and Sunday from 7 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Mrs. Oxton, first left from Grange get your diploma.
Monday.
hall toward Camden.
Waldoboro—At High School Mon
Although the majority -f the
This model was rather a crude schools are to re-open Feb. 2, the day 7 a.m. to ?• p. m.
affair, being bike wheels attached Military Governer’s Office an Matlnicus and Criehaven—The
to the old high wheeled sulky, nounced that Japanese Language plantation clerk's cffice on Matlni
making the seat plenty high for schools were to remain closed. I cus.
the driver to see how things were wonder why ------- .
Any shut-ins or invalids may
going on in the front tier—far
register
by calling the Chamber
Beauty parlors are doing a rush
different than the present day way ing business, even with so many of Commerce office and contact
of peeking out each side of the women at defense Jobs. Guess.they Mrs. Lenore Savage who will ar
horse.
must want all thLs and beauty, too. range to have a registrar call at
At Watertown, Mass, in 1891 or
I see where Hitler’s toothy pup the home.
'92, a man named Sterling Elliot, pets have spent over 65,000.000.000
a native of Michigan, first con yen in waging war since January,
CROSBY 36, CAMDEN 25
ceived the bike sulky, and using 1938. Kinda locks as if they have
Fresh from its victorious cam
only the wheels attached to the a yen for a bigger deficit of yen— paign in the Knox-Lincoln League
old models at first and later the yen-ever know!
Camden High School ran into a
lower models similar to our pres
snag
at Belfast Tuesday night,
Bad news ls sure on the way, yeah,
ent day bikes.
in the form of income tax, foTms losing the game by 11 points. It
Allen Lowe, writer of horsedom 1040 and 1040-A. (I hain’t at ’ome, was even-Steven after the first
in the Boston Globe asked “The bud.'l. j
period, which proved a very dis
Silent Man from Tennessee,” the
Most of the fellcws seem to miss astrous beginning for the visitors.
late Edward F. Geers to try out dancing. Not me—I just miss the The score:
the new bike with the result that miss <es).
Crosby (36)
(25) Camden
Honest Gecrge reduced his record
I’ve always heard that football Hom, rf, 6, (1) .......... lg, Rainfrett
several seconds in his next race. coaches preach, that, “when in
Bryant 1
Budd Dcbl? was not favorable to doubt, punt!” That’s my motto, too. Bickford, If, 4 (2) . rg, Wright, 1 (1)
the new gadget, however after Mr. only I leave cut the “t” in “punt.” King
Geers trial he also was successful
Lothrop
Well, goom-bye for now,
in lowering a record four secorids
A.
Horn, c, 6........... c, Morrison. 4
88’sat first trial.
Pettigrew
........................... Brown
Steward M. Pollard
My first observation of a "HosWhite’d, rg, 3. (1) .. If, B'tlett, 1 (3)
(11O13C.17)
trot” was July Fourth at Uncle
Millman
Note to type-setter:—Please don’t Darris ...........................
Gil’s track. Two horses which set this up on column five. I don’t Hooper, lg. 3.... rf Spaulding 3 (1)
started that day in 1882. are still want it said that Pcllard is a fifth Vaughne ...................... Oalderwood
plainly pictured, cne The Milk columnist.
Referee, OLoughlin. Time, four
maid, a nearly white mare brought
[Considerable portions of Pol 8’s.
down from Albion by the late lard's letter have been censored—
Charles Wellington. Mr. Welling whether because they were supposed
Man Is not rich in proportion to
ton also started a six-year-old bay to impart war secrets, or the censor what he owns, but in proportion to
gelding same day, called LeClaire. couldn’t stand the puns will never those things it is in his ability to
The time in Milkmaid's race was be learned —Ed. 1
use.
around 2.36 and in LeClaire's, 2.47.
These races were to the old
high wheel sulky and I well re
call how the wheels buckled in
making the short turns.
One cr two years after this I
saw the late Frank Hastings of
Damariscotta win a two horse race
with the beautiful stallion Watch
maker defeating Kitty McLellan
owned by the late M. W. Wood
man of Rcckland and driven by
"Dave” Cress of Lincolnville. As a
boy what a thrill I got from those '
contests, and more than have I
since in seeing the $50,030 Hamble- 1
tonian raced each August at
Gcshen, N. Y.
How many of cur horsemen
friends remember these races, or
You can easily afford to rent a
one when Dr Armstrong deserted 1
his mount and beat it for Rock- 1
sate deposit box in our vault fox
land rather than face an angry
a few cents a month. But you
haf dozen who claimed he had
cannot afford to lose important
fouled another horse?
papers cr valuables left around
Well bet a good h2t that M.
the house for fire to burn, bur
Frank Donahue was present.
glars to steal, for strangers to
Jose

There should be three top notch
basketball games tomorrow night
at the Community Bullding when
the Jayvees. Girls' and Boys’ teams
of Rockland High School meet the
Thomaston teams. The >Jayvee
contest will start at 6.30. and will
be followed by the girls’ games

nings activities.
The Rockland and Thomaston
teams are in top form with the
greater part of the season’s batvles behind tnem. m which they
have gained a wealth of experience
that should turn out some good
basketball. Thomaston has a little
of the edge, perhaps, but It’s go
ing to be a battle anyway, accord
ing to the Orange and Black team
members. On the other hand, one
can expect almost anything in the
way of a new offensive, or even

of which goes to make the game
more interesting.
The Rockland lassies have im
proved greatly in the last two or
three games and should be ready
for the Thomaston girls who are
going great guns this year.

Children normally are born far
sighted. and even at four mcnth.s
they are so far-sighted that they
will not notice objects about an
inch in size, as a walnut, placed
before them, according to the
Better Vision Institute.

SUPER

STEAKSp "sulper-r|ght"-heavy steer rfff
fi

Po,'e'house's"'-'

'

£

AAkl,-..

3CC

803

..

Porterhouse, Sirloin ftz-.it— o j

”S6'

COOKED HAMS

I /IMn lE6s
i
IJ!*®

MOCK

Bot,om Rd Of N Y Sirloin
’

h "»«
e or Ei,her Half
■“

Feb. 16
Waldoboi
at High School audl <
Feb.
17—Waldoboro
xneet<»
at
Communit

OCC
L8QQ

House.
Feb. 17—Annual m
fprenoe of Garden Cln

LB

Maine.

Feb. 18— Ash Wedi (
Feb. 18 19—Junior t
a Life!'' at High Sch|
Feb. 19—Meeting

LB

SS-fSfo-s?

League.

Feb 20—(3 to 91tlonnl Club meets
ball
Feb. 22—Washington!
Feb. 27 Warren Ht|
strels at Glover ha
March 17 St. Patri
March 21 Spring i

LB

iid i

LB

March

LB

April
April

There are about 23,000 pure- h
fc.ood Hawaiians in 'he archipelago.

There are 661.443 licensed hunt
ers in Pennysylvania.

TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND. CAMDEN, UNION. VINALHAVEN

|

Palm

LB

SHOULDERS ^nnyhilo
fancy BRISKET 'SS

LB

SUPEWlGHT'

IB 8C

f„

Oysters

UettlJ I Fillets
.. F°R STEW<NG
Haddock

Serve Afcpfof,
f°r economy

33c

HT

fancy Smelts

««23c

Shrimp

15C
tb 25c
iu

IN HONOR OF OUR FOUNDER
Her* It is—the (2d Founder's Weak at yaur
A&P Super Market! And in celebration,
we’ve eutdene ourselves! Far 82 years
we’ve given you the beet food buys pos
sible . . . the tastiest, mest tempting things
te eat at the very lowest prices we can make
available! Yet, the policy our Founder es
tablished ta many years ago works wan
ders far you
more than ever today. We
buy direct, de away with unnecessary inbetween profits and extra handling chargee,
share savings with you ovary time you
came in. Get yaur share naw, teday pnd
everyday, in all 6 Foed Departments. It’s
Founder’s Week! Celebrate with Savings!

Ideal weather c
prevailed since tbe
day storm—so good
finding any fault
steady run of nea
tures. “Look for tin
snowstorm,” says nJ
Almanac, stretchinj
from today until
Maine Kail lie rs’ A.|
cloudy weather an
same period. ’Twi!|
to see which of the
recL—if either. Ju
today was a happ< I
change the whole I
tion. You have on J

LB

Mackerel

YOUR 3EST BETS/
Top quality foods—yet
they cost less—that’s why
tbe 33 Ann Page Foods
are sure winners with
smart housewives.

I

F ’tf-""

xxr-

Ann Page Beans 3

19’

CANS

Miss Dorothy F
at Bates College is |
ing quota in the si
Miss Frost has
ability in schola.^
since she was
I
freshman in the l.J
She is the daughti
Bird Frost.

WITH PORK or TOMATO SAUCE

Ann Page Beans 3

27c

CANS

WITH PORK or TOMATO SAUCE

Beans
Soup
You’ll be amazed! Our expertK buy them direct — often right
"where they grow in fields and oreharda. then they’re literally
rushed to Adel'! Yun get all the luscious freshness that nature put
ill.
Prices are good news, too, because buying direct does away
with many unnecessary in-between expenses

Chili Sauce

NEW CABBAGE

CARROTS

Top

SILVER
BROOK

LB

,39c

SUNNYFIELD
LB
4 fl c
Duller 14 lb wints lb 4 lc PRINTS U”
I __J SUNNYFIELD
I4c
Lam PURE REFINED
LB

Dee**AB>

48 OZ
PKG

14c

WALDO 1

MAINE’S LIT 11 l|

EVAP. MILK
Sare
monev
elhout
sac
rificing quxiitv, f.ir ■'There's
nmie better."

EACH

2
4,

lbs
LBS

TEL. WALIHl

14 b; OZ nvIM^OZ

IV
25'

3

CANS

I

Zu
SUNNY

8

Stuffed Olives
Grape Jam ANN

Nutley

ANN PAGE
OZ JAR

23C

PAGE

15®

THURS.-FRlJ
“wolfI

wil
Claude Rains, vl
Ralph Bellamy. I
Patrie Knowles, I
Lugosi, Maria < I

An A&P product
elawa*
KCaO

Red Shin
Cured Cheddar
Amer., white
or colored

LB

VEGETABLE
SHORTENING
Sli ms vh:t»—creamy t«tiyed — tlie guaranteed
1011% pure lisdrngenaled
shortening.

33c

Teday and e,ery day «c bake a delicioiii variety tf cakes, donuts and
breads.
Guaranteed to satisfy tr
ycur money refunded.

5®
’?:•

SUN., MOvl

“THE LADY

OOC

62'

'MP 4' '■

■;

Veg-All

Mixed
Vegetables

Iona Tomatoes
Paaa
MA,NESun
■ Cao Morning

•' Bosco
Coconog

Z. -

2
3
2

Chocolate Bars 2

NO. 2
CANS

,

TIN
LB TIN 22c

3
3

FILLING

FILLING

A-fennWax
!

2

Liquid Wax TZU
Cando SILVER Polish
Acme Lime

Borax

2XuulE

2
•

19s
1 9C

,,r/ '0*4* "W,,/

1 2 OZ
JAR

8 OZ
Boraxc
151
CAN
PALMOLIVE
. REG.
Soap Lath size cake 9c CAKES Zw**
Octagon Soap
5 BARS 22c
Sweetheart Soap
CAKE 6C

8 OZ
CAN

Lifebuoy Soap

3 CAKES 19c

Wcedfcury’s

4 GAKEs24^

NO. 2
CANS
NO. 2
CANS

BARS

25c

so?p

lc COMBINATION SALE

Lux Toilet Soap

PKGS

25c
13c

CANS

37c

Super-Suds
Soap Flakes wsaue 2

CAN

19c
17c
10c

1 LB
PKGS

27c

PKGS

can
JAR

Klek

pkg

95

Soap Grains
Cleanser 'Tax

Soap Chips

ra

March of I
“OUR AMERI

Beano and Vj

3 CAKES 18e
pks 20c

Here’s a perfect peanut butter
.., rich in flavor, protein* and
Vitamin Bl...yet low in
cost! One of the qualityfamous, nationally-knowji
A&P-made foods.

optow,
336 MAIN STm
TEI
Office Honrs: 9 td
Evenings Byl

PEANUT
BUTTER
2 LB.
JAR
34'

^22’
2
3

27c
plkgges

cans
CANS

APPROX
5 LB PKG

31c
10
Awn
J f*

Page—ra»p
tf ng
Preserves orAnn
straw —LB JAR | JJ
8 OZ
Spaghetti orMacaroniA
Ann Page X PKGS 9«

Nectar Tea Orange
Pekoe
Our Own Tea
Caramels

cmo.o?eatte

Lc

30e

pkbg

27c
23c

-

462 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
TTices sIm Effective at Camden and Belfast

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities.

DAVID G.Hd

ANN PAGE

•.

A F SOFFfi MARKET
—awe-mow-

I. O. O. F. HALE
Free Game $8; Al
Door l’i
Free Ice Ureanj
No Admis'j

r- LB O7C
CUTS Z f

44^, " y A". v

NESTLE’S ECONOMY BARS

Good PIE
Sparkle

PKG

JAN2 PARKER
ASSORTED VARIETIES

POUND CAKES
''

LOAVES

I

Stall
MARLENE I
Fred MacMurral
Arline Ml

JANE PARKER D0NUTS^SD DOZ 1 2®
1^10=
MARVEL ’ENRICHED” BREAD
SLICED

CRACKED WHEAT BREAD
JANE PARKER HERMITS

I

SHOW
Single Eveninl
Matinees Satil
Sundul

OZ

Corn Flakes FIELD
ANN
Mayonnaise PAGE
15*
Salad Dressing boV^r 12c

TRY CUR NUTLEY FOR FRYING
VEGETABLE
MARGARINE
PK

tBahsdui (bapt.

SUNNY
FIELD

White House ir ir

3 LB

s

Wasl
of 'll
MetT
15th |

ALMOND. LEMON. VANILLA

j

Mello-Bit

Visitors ln
can get copies
eette at the
Agency, 603
West—adv.

EXTRACT
- 2 OZ
Vanilla ANN
PAGE
BOT 25c
J
OZ I Ce
Extracts ANN PAGC BOT
< I 0*’

No middlemen to skim a pro
fit—nothing to stale the pro
ducts freshness.

Cheese

For dependable I
call the Radio Slid
Main street. Comp|
—adv.

Ann Page
Baking Powder 12
OZ TIN 10c
Saleratus SUNNYFIELD I^KG 5C

Rolled Oats

VITAMINS A, B, G

grade quality

■a. ..--Blitter

Learn to fly. Cl|
Talbot Ave.. Tel. 1

A meal in a few min
utes- just beat and eat:

3X20c

FOR

VITAMINS A, B, G

★ (babiy (bspt.
a

LB

-BS

BROCCOLI

8 OZ
BOT

t

HEAD

VITAMINS A, B, C, G

CHICORY
AVOCADOS

ANN
PAGE

14 OZ
BOT

Klended
with
a tor,
wure nf t'>matnea. spices
and cheese.

HEAD

CALIF. ICEBERG
LETTUCE
VITAMINS B, C, G
STRAWBERRIES VITAMIN C

ANN PAGE

SPAGHETTI
S*

CAULIFLOWER VITAMINS B, G
FLORIDA
|
GRAPEFRUIT VITAMINS
B, C, G |

13
1 7C

LO'.OZ
CANS

Ann Page ★ ★

DOZ

VITAMINS A, B, C, G

l)Ar

1GOZ
*♦ CANS

<3

ANN PAGE
TOMATO

Ketchup

FLORIDA
VITAMINS B, C, G

y,

SULTANA
RED KIDNEY

Hustled to you: Fresher, Thriftier!

ORANGES

YOUR VALUABLES

KNOX COUNTY

29

1—All Fools
3—Good Frldal

April 5—Easter.

IS NO PLACE FOR

Very ycung infants do not shed
tears when they cry, according to
the Better Vision Ilnstitute. The
tear apparatus does not start to
function until several weeks after
birth, and until the tears start to
flow the eye is kept moist by tiny
glands in the lining of the lids.

|

Feb. 13- Musical ti
Club at Unlversallst
Red Cross.
cookery at Masonic rl
Feb. 14 St. Valent, f
Feb. 14—Limerock
Grange
meets
will
Grange of Camden
Feb. 14 16
Draft!
East Room. Commui j

ul6

"SWEWHr-HEAVT STEER BE«

HOUSE

see. It's cheaper to rent a safe
deposit box. It will pay for it
self many times over. Protect
yourself now.

19—Frep

Feb. 12 &

A Camden Horseman

YOUR

TALK OF TH

All Prices Subject to

Cl.angss.

■

|

Every-Other-Day
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Every-Other-Day
Styvie's outfits, all
oes to make the game
>sting.
tland lassies have imitly in the last two or
ts and should be ready
lomaston girls who are
guns this year.

Page Three

mti

TALK OF THE TOWN

MO*Ei

car

Feb. 12 & 19—Free School of electric
Feta. 13—Musical tea by Rubinstein
Club at Universalist vestry, benefit
Red Cross.
oookery at Masonic Temple.
Feb. 14 St. Valentine’s Day. •
Feb. 14—Limerock Valley Pomona
Grange
meets
with
Megunticook
Orange of Camden.
Feb. 14-16 — Draft registration at
East Room. Community RuUdlng.
Feb. 16 —Waldoboro
Band concert
at High School auditorium.
Feb. 17- Waldoboro—Woman's Club
"neet* at Community Garden Club

"USSfilRjg-

‘ BEEF
Y Sirloin LB
BEEF
J YS,rlo,n LB

Am*
35*

35C

House.

35c

f10
Half

b27b
b31c

-

*3

27e
LB 29c
LB 37c
LB 27c
31c

tf

Beans 3

cans2

19*

or TOMATO SAUCE

Beans 3 cans 27c
?K or TOMATO SAUCE

IJLTASA
) KIDNEY

PAGE.
MATO

yj

1C 02

4
29c
O3lc°^°sz17c
10' . 02

ANN PAGE

□7 IV

b
»C

Sf 11c

ANN
PAGE

»»*($) »MGf

$piers

,j
<•-

Ideal weather conditions have
prevailed since the Sa tin-day-Sun
day storm'—so good that nobody is
finding any fault with the rather
steady run of near-zero tempera
tures. “Look for the Winter’s worst
.snowstorm,” says the Oid Farmers'
Almanac, stretching the warning
from today until the I9th. The
Maine Farmers’ Almanac predicts
cloudy weather and rain over the
same period. ’Twill be interesting
to see which of the guessers is cor
rect—if either. Just 133 years ago
today was a happening destined to
change the whole course of a na
tion. You have one guess.
Miss Dorothy Frost a Senior
at Bates College is doing her teach
ing quota in the schools of Bath.
Miss Frost has shown marked
ability in scholastic lines ever
since she was a High School
freshman in the Rockland schools.
She is the daughter of Mrs. Nettie
Bird Frost.
Learn to fly. ChaTles Treat, 56
Talbot Ave.. Tel. 1203.
150-tf

For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, Tel. 844, 517
Main street. Complete Philco Line.
—adv.
60-tf

IQC

wder *',nozp^ 10c
1Z 02 TIN

Ce

lb

pkg

SUNNYFIELD

XTRACT
NN PAGE

- 2 OZ
BOT
1

ANN PAGE

25c

, °fJ5c

o
BOI

LEMON. VANILLA

SUNNY

S

\

Feb. 17—Annual mld-Wlnter con
ference of Garden Club Federation of
Maine.
Feb. 18—Ash Wednesday.
Feb. 18 19—Junior Class play. “What
a Life!” at High School auditorium.
Feb. 19—Meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
Feb. 20—(3 to 9)—Woman's Educa
tional Club meets at Grand Army
hall
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday.
Feb. 27—Warren High School Min
strels at Olover hall.
March 17—St. Patrick’s Day.
March 21—Spring begins.
March 29 Palm Sunday.
April 1—All Fools Day.
April 3—Good Friday.
April 5—Easter.

The Weather

R BEST BETS /
uality foods—yet
st less—that’s why
Ann Page Foods
ue winners with
rousewives.
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FIELD

Visitors In Washington, D. C.
can get copies of The Courier-Ga
zette at the Metropolitan News
Agency, 603 15th street. North
West.—adv.
68*tf
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MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
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SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8
Matinees Saturday at 830
Sunday at 3
THURS.-FRI., FEB. 12-13

“WOLF MAN”
with
Claude Rains, Warren William,
Ralph Bellamy, Lon Chaney, Jr.,
Patrie Knowles, Bela (“Dracula")
Lugosi, Maria Ouspenskaya.

SUN., MON., FEB. 15-16
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Ann Pjge—rasp
or straw —LB JAR

or Macaroni
Ann Page
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CHOCOLATE
MIOCET
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27c
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Belfast

Company A. 804th Engrs.,
Schofield Barracks.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I am here in this land where
their is plenty of other Rockland’s
lads. I therefore have written a
poem which I would like very much
for my Rockland friends to read.
I graduated in the class of 1938
from Rockland High School and
would be more than pleased to
hear from a few more of them,
whom I am net writing to at
present.
We all miss our friend Albert
Barlow whom we haven’t heard
from for over 75 days.
I look forward to each copy of
my home town paper which all of
us Rockland boys enjoy very much.
“THE ROCKLAND LAD”
There was a Rockland lad,
Who was ln khaki clad;
When on Uncle Sam there came a
flight
Of Japanese, front out a sad blue
night!
HLs rifle he then shouldered bold;
His Uncle’s Flag, he swore he’d hold I
And with his comrades he went out
To put the Japanese to rout.
And now the lad with pick and gun
Is out to make the enemy run.
You may rest assured ln any crowd
For a lad from Maine you may all be
proud.
And when this war is over.
He’ll return back to the land of clover;
He’ll be homeward bound once more
From the world around, from a
foreign shore.
In his home-town of Rockland. Maine
He'll settle down to work agafn.

P F.C. Milton Lawry
The loss of a pet in Winter is an
especially serious matter, which
explains the distress of Maxine
Perry. 64 Summer street over the
missing “Mitzi,” six months old
male tiger kitten with double front
paws. Any one seeing such a kit
ten will be gratefully heard over
phone 186-R.

Harry L. Thompson, re tired State
Police officer will be a candidate for
the office of Sheriff of Sagadahoc
Ccunty in the June primary elec
tion on the Republican ticket. He
will oppose Sheriff Charles W. Mes
senger, present holder of the offlce.
All past matrons and patrons of
Golden Rod Chapter, O.ES. are
to be on the hospitality committee
and are requested to be at the hall
tomorrow night not later than 5.30.

Pvt. I. Leon Ripley Jr., is now sta
tioned at Fort Monmouth, N. J., in
the Signal Corps.

More Talk of the Town on Page 6.
BORN
Hilt—At Rockland, Feb. 6. to Mr.
and Mrs Donald W. Hilt, a son—Don
ald William, Jr.
Cutts—At Miles Memorial Hospital.
Feb. 7, to Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Cutts. (Rebecca Penniman) of New
Harbor, a son.

MARRIED
Oxton-Nutter — At Camden. Jan. 7,
Carl Oxton and Miss Margaret Nutter,
both of Warren.
Copeland-Robbins — At Rockland,
Feb. 11. William H. Copeland of South
Thomaston and Frances Louise Rob
bins of Appleton.- By Rev. J. Charles
MacDonald.
Teel-Cotton — At Rockland. Feb. 9,
Herbert Wilbur Teel und Mary Louise
Cotton, both of Rockland.--By Rev.
J. Charles MacDonald.

DIED
Stetson—At Camden, Feb.
ginia Stetson.
Mansfield—At Camden. Feb.
A Mansfield, aged 86 years, 7
14 days. Funeral Thursday at
from Good funeral home.

10. Aldo
months,
2 o’clock

CARD OF THAHKS
We wish to thank our many friends
and neighbors and especially Father
Kenyon for the many acts of kind
ness during the long Illness and death
of our mother and grandmother. We
are deeply grateful.
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Davis and
Grant F. Davis.

Big Surprise Bingo

Starring
MARLENE DIETRICH
Fred MacMurray
Arline MacMahon
Arline Judge
Plus
March of Time No. &
“OUR AMERICA AT WAR’’

SAT. NIGHT, SPEAR HALL, 7,45
Given Away, $20—2 each, and
Extra Prizes
19*lt

I. O. O. F. HALL, SATURDAY, 8.15
Free Game $8: Attendance Prize $6
Door Prize $7.50
Free Ice Cream and Valentines
No Admission Charge
18*19

DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR.
OPTOMETRIST
338 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, METEL. 26
ufflee Hours: 9 to 12.30—UO to S.SO
Evenings By Appointment
26-28

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL1 HOME x

Ambulance Service
«r 781-1 or 781-11

South Hope Dance
WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
With Billy Dean and his Violin

EVERY SATURDAY

Admission 25c and 35c, tax incl148-Th-tf

BENEFIT BEANO
K. P. HALL. THOMASTON
THURSDAY, 8.15
Marathon $5. Lucky Game $16
Attendance Prize $6. Door Prize $3
Plenty of Coupon Gaines
18*19

Ambulance Service

• ••

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
• CUKqtONT ST.

TIL. <C

BOCKLAND, MB.
■ align.

12, Vir

“THE LADY IS WILLING”

Beano and Valentine Party
perfect peanut butter
in flavor, proteins and
i Bl... yet low in
ne of the qualitynational ly-known
de foods.
IN PAGE

Junior Class Play

USED BY GRANITE PLANTS

“What a Life” At High School
Next Wednesday and
Thursday

Rockland Soldier In Hawaii
“Takes His Pen In
Hand”

normally are born fareven at four months
far-sighted that they
otlce objects about an
te. as a walnut, placed
>m. according to the
on Institute.

’—SAVE

Bursts Into Rhyme

A replica of the old “galamander” once used in the quarry yards
at Vinalhaven and now placed on
the village comnpon, built by
Charles B. Newbold of Rockland,
formerly of Vinalhavei
These ponderous venicles were
used to move heavy pieces of stone
from the quarries to the docks for
shipment and were equipped with
a device to lift the stone clear of
the ground and carry it slung be
neath the rear wheels.
The original galamander is said

-By Staff Photographer.
’ to have been bought by Henry
Ford and is now in the Ford Mu
seum in Dearborn, Mich. This
original, which was designed by
Elder Littlefield of Vinalhaven was
known as Jumbo, and was used fcr
years en Vinalhaven.
Mr. Newbold was two months, in
his spare time, building the- model
which is exact in every respect,
even to the shade of blue paint
used which was known as Little
field Blue and was a shade used
by Elder Littlefield on all such
vehicles that he built or used.

The Juniors of Rockland High
School will present their class play
“What a Life” at the High Sehool
auditorium Feb. 18 and 19.
The first part of the publicity
campaign for the play will open Sat
urday afternoon when a parade of
students will form at the school and
proceed down Talbot avenue cn to
Main street and parade as far as
Gen. Berry Square. Following the
parade, some of the class members
will be on Main street dressed as
The Charity Club is dining to
sandwich men advertising the play
day at Hotel Rockland, showing
and selling tickets.
appreciation by their return trip
Ushers for the play have been tc tjiat fine hostelry’.
chosen with Miss Mary Ramsdell as
head usher assisted by the Misses
Louise Smith, Betty Payson. Beverly
Havener. Maxine Oliver, Kathleen
Blackman, Joan Ripley, Constance
Rcbertson. Maxine Cheyne. Gloria
Mills. Alice Pinkerton and DorothySylvester.

HOME OF
SUPER DELICIOUS

PEANUTS

JUMBO ICE CREAM SODAS AND MILK SHAKES
TOBACCOS. PIPES. CIGARETTES
LIGHT GROCERIES. CONFECTIONERY
STATE AND LOCAL PAPERS

LOOK
AT THE
SAVINGS!y

WEEK

The First Baptist Church
Plans Joyous Service
Sunday

ARROL

K^CUTRATE

Perfume
Week-End Specials

FRIDAY NITE, SPEAR HALL 7.45
Given Away, Dinner and $2—1 each,
and Six Varieties of Groceries
19*lt

The uniforms for the Volunteer
Nurses’ Aid class have come and
may be secured from the Red
Cross rooms any afternoon except
Saturday and Sunday between 2
and 3 o'clock.

MAIN ST. AT PARK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

OXTON’S

Will Burn Mortgage

“Visitation Day” was a success at
the First Baptist Church Sunday in
sjpite of the inclememt weather.
An Interesting Service At The Royal T. Frank, Once There were 250 people present who
Commanded By Edward braved the treacherous streets to
Bok Nurses’ Home Yes
attend the morning service. Four
O’B. Gonia
terday Afternoon
choirs. Beginner, Junior, Young
The William Bok Home for
The army transport. Royal T. People, and Senior, rendered a musi
Nurses was alive with interest Frank, 224 net tons, was reported cal program that was beautiful and
Wednesday afternoon, when five sunk by a torpedo in Hawaiian wa inspirational. Mr. MacDonald chal
lenged his audience by his message
of the class of nurses at that ex
cellent school of training had ar ters Jan. 28 with 29 persons reported on the theme, “Called”
An announcement of great inter
rived at the first vital peTiod in lost. Thirty-three survivors reached
est to the whole church was given
their course of study—to be cer an Hawaiian jort.
tified trained servants of mercy
This intelligence, which appeared at this service, to the effect that the
in the school of nursing when they in the evening editions of Tuesday’s standing debt of the church had
been totally removed. Ten years ago
stood to receive their caps.
daily papers carried especial inter- I
there was an indebtedness of $14,Miss Button had charge of the
afternoon’s exercises. Throughout est for Edward O’B. Gonia, a Brook, 700. That, along with the current
the period Miss Beverly Byther 'merchant, who was master of that j expenses and benevolences of the
played, entertainingly, and with craft in 1919 and 1920, before be church, has been cared for. The
charm, piano selections. Miss Anne ing transferred to the U. S. S. total has been raised entirely by
Baker held the Lighted Candle for Graham for service in the Canal the free-will offerings of the people,
and that in a time cf great depresthe lighting and Miss Nash pre Zone.
Captain Gonia breught the Royal siOn. Next Sunday morning the old
sented the five to Miss Button who
T. Frank to Rockland in connection mortgage will be burned, needless to
gracefully pinned on their caps.
This is a lovely and impressive with “Pelican Day” of sad memory, say with great rejoicing
A fine audience greeted Dr. Rus
ceremony and at its completion and the craft was visited by many
of
the
townspeople.
sell Hadley Jones, pastor of the
the candidates stood with lighted
Frank Hallowell, now with the' First Baptist Church of Gainescandles and repeated in unison the
fish warden service, was mate on vnie, Georgia, at the monthly Bible
Florence Nightingale pledge.
In her gracious manner Miss the Frank while Captain Gonia was conference held in the Church
Button said she was happy to in command, and was later sent to Tuesday evening. HLs wonderful exj position of I Cor. 13. will be long
greet the friends who had1 come the Philippines.
Calvin Carter of Thomaston, who remembered. The next conference
to offer their congratulations and
was proud of these girls. Educa preceded Hallowell as mate, was also’£5 to pe held on March 9 and will
tion is the cornerstone of nursing. sent to the Philippines, where he'be addressed by Rev. I. V. Neprash,
|a Russian Jew.
A nurse motet be a truely educated was accidentally killed.
person to do best work. She must
be better than average and above
the ordinary to be truely success
ful, always unselfish, keeping for
ever before her eyes the ideal of
service to others. Superior to ruts
of routine, steady, alert and of inindomitable faith to her profes
sion and herself.
She gave this thought of the
cap—
“The cap means love and service
to mankind,
To old and young distressed and
376 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
blind.
II. GRRItlSH, Dealer
You must hold out your hand in
loving care
And keep the faith when’ere the
cap you wear.”
The significance of the lamp or
candle lighting is found in the
history of nursing. Miss Florence
50c
•»
PINT
Nightingale, founder of Modern
PHILLIPS
500
Nursing, came to be known as
RUBBING
TOOTH PASTE
“The Latty of the Lamp” during
CLEANSING
the Crimson War. She was the in
ALCOHOL
2 CRYSTAL
spiration and hope and comfort
TISSUES
DISHES
of many under her care. Her lamp
COMPOUND
all for
has come to be the symbol of
19c
17c
nursing.
34c
Miss Ellen Daly spoke with
depth of understanding, courage
$1.00
5O’s
ARE YOU
and inspiration to the class and
PREPARED?
Father Kenyon after a short ad
VITAREX
HOT WATER
dress which touched each heart’s
PERLES^
FIRST AID
highest ideals with his pointed
BOTTLE
25 Days’ Supply
significant thought. After which he
KITS
Vitamins A B C D G
69c
pronounced a benediction.
Liver and Iron
Tea was served, with Mrs. W. O.
Buy Now!
$1.69
49c to $6.00
Fuller at the table pouring. While
the nurses served the delightful
refreshments to the company. An
1.00 Ironized Yeast 69c 10c Woodbury Soap,
other red letter day in the life of
this excellent school of nursing at
4 for 23c
75c Doan’s Kidney
1.00 Haley’s M. 0., 69c
Knox County General Hospital.
Pills,
49c
1.50 Lucky Tiger
50c Hinds Honey and
Private funeral services were
Tonic-Shampoo,
69q
held yesterday afternoon at the
Almond Cream,
25c Vimms,
49c
Russell funeral home for Marcel
50c Analgesic Balm 29c 25c Palmolive Shave
lus M. Condon, former alderman
and city councilor who committed
Cream,
2 for 33c
1.20 Father Johns
77c
suicide in his home on South Main
20 Probak Jr. Blades 21C
1.20 Lydia Pinkham 89c Gem Blades, 12 for 39c
street. Monday. The services were
conducted by Rev. J. Charles Mac
Donald of the First Baptist Church.
$2.00
$2.00
Entombment was at Sea view
$2.00 VALUE
$1 HARRIET AYER
cemetery to await interment in
VITA RAY
Dorothy Gray
$1.00
Thomaston in the Spring.
FACE POWDER Blustery Weather
Cleansing
Cream
$1.00
George Brackett is substituting
$1.00
LOTION
CLEANSING CR.
as driver at the Central Fire Sta
Tissue Cream
tion for Arthur Smith who is ill
$1.00
both for $1.00
both for $1.00
with the grippe.
-----------------------8---15c
10’s
10c
Cool
Weather
GILLETTE
RAT TAIL

COMBS
4c

The management of Park Theatre
announces that as an added feature
to the Country Store held every
Friday night, there will be given
away, a special grand prize cn Fri
day night.

MAKE TOUR PENNIES COUNT!

Awarded Their Caps Army Transport Sunk

Variety Bingo

Miss Katherine F. Rice of Rock
land will play the part of Juliet in
the Maine Masque's production of
“Romeo and Juliet” at the Uni
versity of Maine next month. Mal
colm Pierson of Tenants Harbor
will play Balthasar and Mark In
graham of Rockport will play
Montague. Miss Rice, daughter
of Capt. and Mrs. Keryn ap Rice,
is a sophomore in arts and sciences.
Pierson, a freshman in arts and
sciences, is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Pierson. Ingraham, is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Mark W. In
graham. is a senior in civil en
gineering.
.

LOTION
7c

BLUE BLADES
39c

It's smart to be thrifty in these times. Here are values to help
you make every penny count. Remember, our store is Thrift
headauarters. six days a week.

“THRIFTY BUYS AT OUR MEAT COUNTERS”

CHUCK ROAST

LEAN
ECONOMICAL

kC

FRESH KILLED.
NATIVE

“>29c

PORK ROAST, little pig.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 24c
POT ROAST, boneless.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib 35c
OVEN ROAST, boneless.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 39c
FANCY MILK FED
4 TO 5 LB. AVE.

FOWL

CLAMS,
TOMATO SOUP,
CAMPBELL’S

CHICKEN SOUP,
FRANCO-AMERICAN

SPAGHETTI,

tin

CAMPBELL’S

SOUP most kinds 2 tinslSC
GIANT

&29c
LARGE

SIRLOIN STEAK, boneless.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 43c
PORTERHOUSE STEAK, boneless.. .. .. .. Ib 49c
SALT PORK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib 15c
BE THRIFTY—SERVE

12 oz tin
SPAM,
2 Ib tin
COCOA,
PEACHES, 2 Ige tins
2 No. 2 tins
PEARS,
2 tins
SWEECO,

PIG’S LIVER, fresh, 1 lb
BACON
of each
YOUR CHOICE
PLATTER
SWIFT’S PREMIUM STYLE
ARMOUR’S STAR

BACON
NEW CABBAGE

BROCCOLI

lbs

LETTUCE

hds

DEAL PACK

19c
15c

—Large Heads—Fresh and Crisp.

6 WCCKir CONTESTS

Full of Delirious W’hole Peanut-.

LUX FLAKES, 2 Ige pkg 37c

—Fresh Green Heads.

1100 a MONTH
FDR LIFE

EXTRA LARGE
SUNKIST

catib

,<*500«fi
$$25S
FIFTY
sYoo

doz 33«
ASK

COUNTRY
ROLL

IVORY

US FO*

OFHCIAI

I STRICTLY FRESH
LARGE NATIVE

2 Med.
Bars

12 Lge.
Bars

19c 11c

SOAP

33c
17c
39c
29c
25c

PEANUT BUTTER
CRUNCH. 16 oz jar

lb

—Large Solid Heads—From Florida Farms.

ORANGES
BUTTER

25c

pt

CAMPBELL’S

STEWING VEAL.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib 35c
FRANKFORTS or MINCED HAM.. .. .. .. .. Ib 21c
SAUSAGE, our famous home made.. .. .. .. Ib 29c

BROILERS

FRESHLY SHUCKED

LA TOURAINE COFFEE, reg. drip grind, Ib 31c
GOLD MEDAL FLOUR,
24i/2 Ib bag $1.19
“ENRICHED”

Ige pkg
KELLOGG’S ALL BRAN,
2 Ib pkg
SUNSWEET PRUNES,
14 oz bot
KETCHUP, American Beauty,
CREAM OF TARTAR COMPOUND, Ib tin

18c
23c
11c
25c

fNftr

HANKS

doz 39c

Bow Tie Macaroni,
Ib 13c
tin 25c
Strawberries,
tin 25c
Raspberries,
Peas,
3 tins 29c
String Beans,
3 tins 29c
Corn,
3 tins 29c
3 tins 29c
Tomatoes,
Shoestring Beets, 2 tins 25c
Shoestring Carrots 2 tins 25c
VAN CAMPS

BAKED BEANS
K. 0. OATS, 1-2 Price Sale,
B. & M. SPAGHETTI & CHEESE,
MOTHER’S TOY OATS,
A TOY IN EVERY PACKAGE

5 Ib box
2 lbs
2 lbs
Ib box

MACARONI or SPAGHETTI,
FIG BARS, new shipment,
COOKIES, English assortment,
SUNSHINE WHEAT TOAST,

2 ™ 19c

2 pkgs 18c
3 tins 25c
pkg 25c

33c
23c
29c
19c

SOMETHING NEW
VERY DELICIOUS

Baked Ham Spread
jab

A Deliciously Different Cereal

MALTEX
LACKOUT”
CANDLES
THE

“SPARKLET”
Fresh Frozen Foods

Less than lc
BRUSSEL SPROUTS
a Serving
PKG.

GREEN PEAS
CAULIFLOWER
CUT CORN
SPINACH
STRING BEANS

“SPARKLET”
BOX

Should Be Ia Every Home—Dripless, Smokeless, Odorless
Stand By Themselves—Need No Holder

PERRY

PHONE 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY

29c

Try this for Luncheon
A Jar Makes 15 Sandwiches

Strawberries
box 23c

MARKETS

L5E TH£. LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST.MARKETI

Fvery-Other-Day '
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Bees On The Warpath

you, Mr. Bruce, you were all her
WARREN
husband wasn’t. When Janice came
WALDOBORO
SENTER* CRANE'S
along, so pretty an’ gay an’ attrac
ft ft ft ft
Sugar For Use During Pro
tive, she got to broodin’ on her
ALENA L. STARRETT
duction of Honey Is Be
MRS LOUISE MHU8
troubles an’ thinkin’ life played fa
Correspondent
Correspondent
vorites, an’ something snapped. She
ing Arranged
««
hadn’t any notion of hurtin’ Joe.
$5 « « »
Course she shouldn’t have threat
Bees
are
on
the
“
warpath
’
’
and
Tel.
40
Tel. 27
ened him, but who doesn't do a
Uncle Sam is taking steps to see
fool thing or two in the course of
Women air raid wardens met
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin L. Robinson that they keep in “fighting trim,”
a life? Doesn’t it restore your faith
Monday
at Town Hall to receive in
and
George
E.
Darrah
of
Portland
|
it
was
learned
today.
in human nature to find an officer
isited
Sunday
with
Mrs.
Geneva
Stanley
F.
Painter.
State
Hortistructions
from Mrs. Sidney Wyllie,
of the law with the common sense to
Eugley,
Levi
Rebinscn
and
Mrs.
L.
I
culturist,
reported
that
he
had
been
local
chairman,
in the survey of
recognize an accident when he sees
one, an’ not try to make a criminal M. Newbert. Mrs. Darrah who had advised by officials of the War homes and' registration of inmates
out of a female who hasn’t enough
Production Board in Washington, during a month, following which
it? You can have her now. Better sense to leave a revolver bangin’ in passed two weeks with her mother.
|
CHAPTER XIX
Mrs. Newbert, returned with them to D. C. that, within the limitations they will report to her. Por con
go along in the yacht yourself and its holster?”
of sugar stocks, "every effort will venience, the town was divided into
Portland.
start
annulment
proceedings.
Once
The black cat slid to the floor as
The Commissioner showed symp
you
told
me
that
when
you
mushed
Mrs. Alfred Storer, Mrs. Jessie be made to fill all needs of bee sections and assignments made. Mrs.
she stood up. "I must be running
toms of apoplexy. "You could be
back
behind
the
dog-team
and
saw
along.
I
left
Tatima
alone
in
the
Achorn,
M ss Dora Gay and Miss! producers and, at a later date, of Willis Vinal assisted Mrs. Wyllie in
jailed for holding back testimony.”
the H house through the falling Waffie Shop. That Indian girl is
Martha Samp bristled.
Clara Gay were in Thomaston apiarists during the honey produc her intructions.
“Sakes alive, could I? Because I snow, it seemed like coming home, about as much use since she got Tuesday to attend the funeral of ing season.’’
Maurice Hahn, who underwent a
waited for M's Hale to tell herself. although you knew that only a that jewelry as one of them slinky
This
heartening
note
will
be
wel

Mrs.
Eben
Alden.
recent
operation at (Knox Hospital,
husky
and
a
house-boy
waited
for
paper women in the magazines Ma
She’s been a loyal wife. She's been
you
behind
those
lighted
windows.
I
comed
by
producers
and
apiarists
is
recovering
at his home.
ry’s always lookin’ at. I didn't
Thomas Richards cf Portland has
through hell without whimpering. I
had
thought
that
next
winter
you
in
Maine,
who
have
been
concerned
know
but
what
I
’
d
be
packin'
for
knew when she got to thinking she’d
been recent guest at his home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Esancy
straighten things out. The world’s might be glad to find me there too. my sister, she flared up so 'bout
with an immediate and long-range have returned home after being
Mrs.
Maude
C.
Gay
is
in
Augusta
wastin’ her life cookin' waffles. Per
just bubblin’ with stories of man’s My mistake.”
The picture she conjured of her haps she’s right, but we’ll both stand today attending the Maine Health problem on the availability of di guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose
loyalty to man. but there isn’t so
rect-consumption sugar for use Melvin in Rockland.
Board meeting.
much said about woman’s loyalty to lovely self waiting for him to come by so long as Janice stays.”
during the period of bee producing
She laid one hand on Harcourt's
Sermon topics Sunday at the
woman, an’ letting her tell her own in through the snow-filled darkness
Miss Joan Waltz, daughter of Mr.
set
Harcourt
’
s
blood
afire.
With
all
arm, with rough-skinned Angers and Mrs. Perly Waltz is a patient and the season for the production Baptist Church will be: At 10.30
story was my idea of loyalty to
his strength he resisted her charm. gently touched his temple. “That
of honey, he declared.
her.”
He kept his voice under rigid con hair wasn’t white when you left to at State Street Hospital in Port Painter advised that A. E. Bow “The Church of the Heme.” and at
"Suppose she hadn’t told?”
7, “Since the Last War.” Church
land. Mrs. Waltz is with her
hunt for Jimmy Chester, boy.”
"She did, didn't she? But I pro trol.
man, Chief of the Sugar Section in School will meet at 12.
“
That
means
that
you
will
go
—
“Last night was a thousand years daughter.
vided against that. When I’ve read
long, Miss Martha.”
A class in map reading for mem the War Production Board, had
For Community Health
about trials it’s seemed to me that this afternoon?”
Her breath was a straggling sob.
She patted his sleeve. “This win bers of the Motor Corps will be held “expressed" the opinion that the
testimony re-hashed mdnths after
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VINALHAVEN
ft ft ft ft
MRS. EMMA WINSLOW
Correspondent

!
I

VINALHAVEN F.C.U.
"Since I know that a great nymy
of the loans which the credit union
makes are arranged for the pur
pose of enabling our employes to
make payment to the local merchants and doctors. I feel that
perhaps the first and most note
worthy service rendered by the
credit union i9 that cf assisting
in making our community an
agreeable place in which to live.
W. P. Bell, Personnel Manager
C. and H. Sugar Refining Corp.,
Ltd., Crockett, Calif.

Lacies of the G.A.R. met Fiiday.
pper was served by Mrs. May
wry assisted bv Mrs. Beulah
ew. Mrs. Lucy Hopkins and Mrs.
ute Cocmbs. A party will be held
ednesday to commemorate the
: thdays of Washington and Lin-,
.ii. Each member may Invite
rce guests.
SWAN’S ISLAND
Tne Red Cross will'hold a cake
Norman Staples has employment
i candy sale Saturday afterncon
with Brown and Sharpe in Provi
Senter Crane’s store.
dence.
Mrs. Winnie Ames of Schentcdy, N. Y . IS guest cf Mr. and Mrs. | Supt. George Bradgon of Vinal.nald Ames.
j haven was here this week visiting
?Ars. Cera Bunker recently enter-1 schools.
med I- Carver Relief Corps with' The Methodist Ladies Aid met
Valentine party at her home, this week at the parsonage with
coratiens were appropriate to St. Mrs. Carl Hall.
dentine and an attractive feature
On the Red Cross War Relief
the lunch table was a centerpiece drive, Chairman Nelson Morse
red carnations sent by Mrs. Bun-:
jn $134 which exceeded the
r's daughter Miss Sara of Ridge- quota.
:cd, N. J.

1 Mr. and Mrs. Lou Conary have
Vanishing Tea’’ was given
, »returned home from Portland
c day afternoon by Mrs. Scott .
. ....
J ..
X
„ . x where they visited their daughters.
• ' rv ri <-.1/■! rind
ttlefield
dnd Mrs. Aivnn
Owen Dnhnrtx
Roberts
The Red Cross has sent in to’
the home of Mrs. Littlefield.
Ellsworth these articles done here;
.ndwiches, cakes and tea were
Six women’s skirts, five boy’s
ived, the tea table attractively
shirts, three operating gowns, five
te: rated with lighted candles.
women's dresses, three girl’s skirts,
;v'se present were Mrs. Edith New11 girl’s dresses,' seven men’s
■rt. Mrs. Nellie Niekerscn, Mrs.
sweaters, three women's sweaters,
ubara Fraser, Mrs. Jeanie Gray.
one Beanie, one pair child’s mit
i- Villa Ames and Mrs. Emma
tens. Those who worked were:
ill-lOW.
1 Hazel Staples. Mary Joyce, Gladys
Funeral services for Mrs. Sadie
Jojce, Mertice Colberth, Tina
Cebb, who died Feb. 7, were held
I Joyce. Laura Sprague, Lilian
lesday at her home, Rev. C. S.
' Joyce, Marion Herrick, Rena Joyce.
tche’.l cfficiating.
Tlie floral
Margeurite Joyce, Cecila Dunham,
ihutes were testimonials cf the
Marion Staples. Grace Johnson.
e and esteem ;f many friends,
Amy Staples, Dora Stinson. Bessie
terment was in Seaview Cemetery,
Joyce. Leila White, Mary Kent,
ie bearers w’ere Hollis Burgess,
Sopha Stockbridge, Lucy Smith,
ul Calderwcod. Alfred Hall and
Mary Trask. Riuby Holmes. Jen
jvid Duncan. Those from out of
nie Hagan and Nina Sprague and
wn to attend the services were
Gretchen Hall.
rten Hall cf Hope and Mis. WinMrs. Charles Joyce has returned
p Ames of Schenectady, N. Y.
home after visiting her sisters ’ in
The Antique Club met Monday
Ellsworth and Bucksport.
th Mrs. Josephine McDonald,
(unite Island.
A

ALL PURPOSE
IEF

BUDGETS

ican” by Fostoria is a
hngly inexpensive. Beconomical for everyday
ismatic pattern, “Amerijrmal entertaining,
nd. Our displays have
tion. Actually there are
ipen stock.

W

7,

’S COLUMN
lot to exceed three lines Inles for 50 cents.
Additional
cents for three times. Five

” so called 1. e. advertiseo be sent to The Couriernits additional.

,OST AND FOUND
5L.AHSKS lost ni case, marked Dr
?n. E H CROCKETT, Tel. 86-W,
y____________________________ 17*19
IOTICE Is hereby given ot the
of deposit book numbered 27687.
rl the owner of said book asks for
plicate in accordance with the pronon of the State Law ROCKLAND
VINOS BANK by Edward J. He>Treas.. Rockland. Me.. Feb. 5.
(2
16*Th-22

TO LET
ROOM utifurnlshed modern apartnt to let at 6 Talbot Ave R. M
4EH., Tel 1397-R.______________ 19*21

‘ART of good store to let On right
> of. street. CRIES GIFT SHOP
Main St._____________________ 19 -21
•LEASANT front bedrooms to let;
Ural location. TEI, 970 M
18 20
TIRNISHEO 3 room apartment to
with bath 57 PACIFIC ST 18*20
TENEMENT to let. 5 rooms and
sh; at 19 Orange St. Call after
9. MRS. NASSAR. 18 Holmes St

_______________m-20

ROOM unfurnished, modern apt
let. bath, su'nporeh R M O NFII .
Talbot AVf Tel 1397 R
17*19
IICH St •— 30 — Brand new heated
irtmeots. strictly modern, three
ms. bath, electric stoves and regerators
MRS JOSEPH DONDIS.
_38-M 69 Beech St
14-tf
ROOM heated apt to let. and
mis at $4 week
FOSS HOUSE 77
rk St.; -Tel. 330
12-tf
HOUSE, modern improvements and
rage to let MRS. ORRIN SMITH.
•1. 396-M. Ocean Ave., Ingraham
___ ________________________ i6*2i-tr
EXCELLENT heated 5 or 6 room
artment to let at 36 Pleasant St
tKE ARMATA. Tel 1051-R
6-tf
fcOOMS to let at 15 Grove St.. Tel

9 W. FLOfcA COLLINS

SEARSMONT
Seth A. Ames
At the annual meeting of the Vol
iThe body of Seth Aubrey Ames unteer Fire Department held re
ho died Feb. 6. in Attleboro, Mass. cently these officers were rfe-elected:
received here Tuesday [ot Russell B. Knight, chief; Kenneth A.
|rial.
Plaisted, Lee M. .Sprcwl, assistant
Mr. Ames was the sen of tlie late chiefs; and Harold P. Cobb, secre
kerge and Aravesta (Wentworth) tary-treasurer. J. Laurence Robbins
pcs and lived here nearly all his was chosen to have charge of the
(going to Attleboro only a few forest fire fighting.
Jr. - ago. During his residence here
Rev. Mary S. Gibson and Mrs..
was an active member cf Star of Eicnia A. Cunningham were in
Ipe Lodge I O O F. and was a re-, Waldoboro Saturday tc attend the
heted citizen.
funeral of Mrs. Lizzie Googins Clark,
>lc is survived1 by his wife Hester a former resident cf Searsmont and
(H pkins;>; one son Milton of North Rockland, but more recently of Mal
Up ven; a daughter Mrs. Preston den, Mass. Mrs. Gibscn was the of
hcoin cf Attleboro; a sister. Mrs. ficiating clergyman at the funeral.
ted Ciayter of Vinalhaven; two
Mrs. Virgil Morse, Jr. of Waldo
tothers, Herbert and Flavius of boro is visitng her mother Rev.
rhitinsville. Mass.
Mary S. Gibson.
Interment was in Seaview cemeMr. and Mrs. Pearl Wentworth.
|ty. Beareis were George Gray. Char.es Wentworth, and Miss Bev
E. Smith, Everett Billings and erly Ellis, all of Lincolnville, called
harles L. Boman.
on Everett Heal recently.
David Cushman, infant sen of Mr.
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work and Mrs. Lawrence Cushman, is a
orders!
uatient at the Children's Hospital
in Portland.
rorry of
Jchn Hare, who has been staying
for a time at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Bertram MacKenzie has re
Slipping or Irritating turned to Lynn. Mass.

IFALSE TEETH

1 n't bp emburra Kfd by loose false
■ h slipping, dropping or wabbling
hen you eat, t?lk or laugh. Just
tinkle n little FASTEETH otl your
i e
This pleasant powder gives a
markable i.en'e of added comfort
i 1 security by holding plates more
nn'.v No gummy, gooey, pasty taste
• ■
T-s alkaline (non-acid L
<■' FASTEETH at any drug store.

The care of human life and hap
piness, and not their destruction,
is the first and only legitimate ob
ject o'. good government.—Thomas
Jefferson.

WANTED

ve were guests Sunday at Charles
sle’s.

All Eyes On Maine

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Stenger of
Waldoboro were dinner guests last
Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Its Unique Exhibits Center of
Attraction At Boston
Stenger, at which time Thomas E.
Sportsmen’s Show
Stenger celebrated his 12th birth
day.
Training its big promotional
Mrs. Eudora Miller of Waldcboro
guns on Boston and vicinity, the
has extended an invitation to the
state of Maine has speeded up its
Methodist Ladies Aid to meet with
1942 efforts to reain a normal re
her this afternoon. Mrs. Perry will
creation business with major part
give a talk on the Woman’s Society.
icipation in the New England
Two home nursing classes have Sportsmen’s Show which got un
been started with enrollment of 41. derway at Mechanics building Sat
Mrs. Charles Stenger is the instruc urday afternoon and will continue
tor and classes are held Fridays through next Sunday. Vast crowds
from 7.30 to 9.30. Air raid wardens milling around the state's two ex
have been attending classes in hibits sponsored by the Maine De
Thomaston the past three weeks velopment Commission in co-opera
and expect to have three more tion with Inland Fisheries and
meetings.
Game and Sea and Shore Fisher
The Red Cross will hold an im ies is an impressive testimonial of
portant meeting Monday at 7.30 at their potency as super salesmen
the schoolhouse. The sewing room and an indication of the usual
is open every Wednesday from 2 to 4 widespread interest in the great
at the Baptist Church.
outdoors.
Harold Lash
and Frederick
After the Boston run the exhib
Thompson of New Bedford spent its will be taken to New York and
the week-end with relatives in Philadelphia and upon completion
town.
of this circuit attendants should
be able to make some valuable
Red Cross Contributors
predictions
as to how the vacation
This community has raised $303.16
business
winds
are blowing.
for the Red Cross War Fund. The
Competition
or
no competition,
quota was $340.
Maine
folks
can
feel
mighty preud
Contributors were; Ccnn e Logan,
$1; Mrs. Donald Logan, $5; Anna of the exhibits which are represent
M. Eaton, $10; Miss Huntley, $2; ing their state. Built with infinite
C. E. Patch, $5; August Sweetland, care and craftsmanship they are
$5; Franklin Perkins. $2; Mrs. choice bits of the real “down east”.
The inland exhibit designed and
Tompkins, $2; Arthur Simmons, $2;
Pythian Sisters, $8; Mrs. Keelholtza. built by Klir Beck of Mt. Vernon
$2; E. K. Haviland, $1; Mr. and represents a combination of forest,
Mrs. Mel Lawry, $5; K. P. Lodge, field and stream against a painted
$9; Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stenfeer, backdrop of mist capped mountains
$5; Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Morse, in the early morning sun. The
information booth in the center of
$10.
Mrs. Walter Wotton. $5; Mr. and the exhibit is in the form of a cave
Mrs. G. Bessey, $10; Dr. W. H. carved into a great overhanging
Hahn, $5; Mr. and Mrs. S. K. Jame cliff of artificial rock and the
son, $20; Mrs. B. Murphy, $1; John counter is a huge flat boulder.
At the right of the cave a lake
Thompson, Sr. $1; Eldridge Wincapaw, $5; Silver Collection P.T.A., j of real water blends into a lake
$20.68; Juliet C. Williams, $10; A on the backdrop and trout and
Friend, $8; Mr. and Mrs. Lew Wal salmon are swimming around. The
lace. $6; Finnish Donations. $17.25: supply of water Is provided by a
waterfall
tumbling
Dr. Anna Platt, $10; Dr. and Mrs. picturesque
down
through
a
pile
of
boulders.
Little, $5; Dr. Ralph Leonard, $10.
The
remainder
of
the
exhibit
is
Miss Alice Logan, $5; Mr. and
devoted
to
real
trees
and
moss
and
Mrs. Murray Brown, $6; Mrs. Doro
thy Jones, $1; Kathryn Fester, $2; an outdoor movie theatre in which
Mrs. Eliza Condon, $10; Wm. Vogel, spectators use rocks for chairs to
$2; Robert Armstrong, $50; Alice watch screen presentations of
Waldo, $5; Edith Wilder, $2; Ma hunting, fishing, hiking, mountain
rion Kirkpatrick, $1; Dr. Putman, climbing, wildlife and other upland
$2; Mr. and Mrs. Bob Pratt. $19; attractions.
Several of the movie sequences
VF.W. Auxiliary. $2; Floyd Benner,
1 are outstanding studies of animal
$1; F. D. Armstrong, $1.
R. iR. Thompson, $1; Mrs. Towers, life and include the raiding of a
$1; Calvin Simmons, $1; V.F.W. $2; lishirtg camp by a mother bear and
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Jameson, $2: several cuhs, a bull moose charging
School Children and Miss Simmons, the cameraman who held his
$4.28; Mr. and Mrs. Newell Cush ground, a close-up of a moose giv
man, $1; Mr. and Mts. Ray Win- ing his mating call, a close-up
chenpaw, $5: Carl Fales, $2; Evelyn study of a 500 pound black bear
Beckett, $1; Mattie Simmons. $1; and a touching demonstration of
Advent Church. $15; P.T.A. $5; A. the love of a mother deer for her
Hartel, $5; A Friend, $2; Mr. and fawn.
A fence of boulders crosses (he
Mrs. Edw. McGarry, $2; H. A
front of the exhibit, w’hich is more
Thompson, $5.
than 100 feet long and a lifelike
carved
trout 14 feet long hangs
WEST ROCKPORT
above
the
information booth. The
Sylvia Heald and Charles Heald
boulders
and
rocks, all made arti
have been confined to the house the
ficially
by
Beck,
look so natural
past week with German measles.
that
they
fool
many
spectators who
Miles Lamson of Brtwnville.
marvel
that
Maine
should bring
Texas, spent a few days recently
”
at
least
200
tons
of
real rocks to
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
the show.”
Henry Lamson.
Varioys props such as mounted
Mrs. Martin Hamalainen Sr. who
is at Knox Hospital suffering from animals and fish’ *un* and fisha broken leg and broken shoulder in§ tackle’ a moose callin^ horn
which she received in an accident at used by Teddy R^velt in Maine
Warren last week, is gaining stead-[ y€ar,s ago.and?W'° huSe,bu11 mcsc
heads with the horns locked to
ily. gether
as they were in a wilderness
Miss Florence M. West is-ccnfined
battle
which
cost the animals their
Indoors with illness.

The Tueyday Club met thia week “ve* a" he"> •»the exhlbit

one of the great beauty and inter
est.
The Sea and Shore exhibit con
day at the home of Mrs. A. A. Clark.
structed
by members of the war
The home nursing course will
den
force
is built around a real
start tonight at 7 o’clcck. Meetings
wharf
brought
up from the coast
will be held at the church vestry.
and
is
most
colorful.
On one end
The nurse who is to teach the course
of
the
wharf
the
stern
section of i
will be present. All who are inter
ested in attending are urged to be a real tuna 1,081 is tled UP and is
present at that time.
.outfitted with all the equipment
__ __________
J necessary for salt water angling.
i Tiirtu lornu
I Laying at the other end is the
SOUTH THOMASTON
cockpit and cabin of a warden
Owing tc prevalence cf illness in patrol beat which shows how these
the community, the re'.igicus service men do their work.
to have been held Tuesday, has been
A combination country store and
postponed to Friday night at which fish house is built on the wharf
time it will be held at the home of an(j js decorated and furnished in
Miss Louise Butler. Fcllowing this. * a C’eVer manner. As various props
the church board will meet. Rev. F. I SU2b as buoys, nets, dip nets, old
E. Smith to conduct both meetings. tobacco and liniment signs are at
tached to the outside, the inside
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
has shelves, an ancient counter and
show case, hanging oil lamps, spit
toons and a pot bellied stove.
Amidst old fashioned merchandise
VINALHAVEN
a display of Maine canned seafoods
offer a decided contrast which is
AND ROCKLAND
a swell advertisement for these
STEAMBOAT CO. *
products.
ROCKLAND. ME.
The odor of clam chowder brew
Service to:
ing on the stove and circulated
Vinalhaven. North Haven, Ston through the crowds by a fan is
ington. Isle an Haut. Swans*
whetting plenty of appetites.
Island and Frenchboro
Amidst a variety of props, bewhiskEffective Sept. IS. 1941
ered Cap n Whit Thompson of Port
Eastern Standard Time
Clyde works on his nets on one
FALL AND WINTER SERVICE section of the wharf and tells yams
Subject to change without notice
that keep the city folks pop-eyed.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Dressed in oil clothes, sou’wester
Read Down
Read Up and rubber boots and with his pipe
PM.
AJL
perpetually lighted Cap’n Whit is
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island. Ar. 6.00 going over as big as ever.
Ar. 4.40
SJ0 Lv. Stonington,
On another section of the wharf
Ar. L30
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar.
2.45
Cap
’n iE. S. “Jim” McMahan of
g.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Lv. L30 Edgecomb holds forth and whittles
$.45 Ar. Rockland,
111-0 model boats and whatnots while
with Mrs. Margaret Andrews.
The Mission Circle will meet to

15 tf

RELIABLE man wanted to succeed
F Furbish ns Rawlelgh Dealer tn
st Llncorn Northwest Knox coun* Selling experience unnecessary,
’erythlng
furnished
except
car
Hendid opportunity to step into a
rmanetit and protttab’e business
>od profit- for hustler Write at
RAWLEIGHS. Dept ME-162-10.
Oanv.N. Y
16-Th-25
EXPERIENCED wnodchnpper- wantLAWRENCE HOWARD. Union.
__ ____ _ 19-21
ORCUTT Carpenter and Contractor
sy Job, large or small; bv day of
h Estimates free
TEI, 452 M
____________ _______
19*91
ATTENTION! Neat appealing, iniaa.c
cd women, residents of Rockland,
lomastoh or Warren wanted, who
n deiote 3 to 4 hours dally and
ie veiling weekly to take care or
Use of car helpful
t net necessary Earnings $1 to 82
r hour Write R A. MACGREGOR,
gu-ti. Me and interview will be
itlgcd locally.
19-20
ANE Mil! wanted; price and deiption. 31 CHURCH ST. Belfast.
___________________________ 18*20
?ORD wood choppers wanted, to
op in Appleton. H N PROCTOR.
ke Ave.
‘ e.. Tel 846-W
18*20
FARMS wanted I am receiving a
riety of Inquiries for farms ln anpr to put of State advertising
I
’tiled like more farm listings F. H.
4OD. Court House. Rockland. 14 19
choppers wanted.
MIKE
IMATA, Tel. 1051-R. City,_______ 6-tf
IRNITURE wanted to upholster,
led for and delivered. T. J FUSM" 19 Birch St.. Tel. 212-W.
13-tf

FRIENDSHIP

/l

'tnate.

First impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer
ent, they’re hard to change. So it pays to make

^ood first impressions.
Each envelope is your personal messenger,
classified instantly by the appearance of your
name in the corner. Which is more impressivethree lines of black type on a government stamped

envelope, or a ’’private” envelope with an attract
ive design that ties in with your letterhead?
Let us figure on your next envelope order and
submit some "corner card” ideas. We may be
able to save you some money, too.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

keeping up -» continuous line of

Watts To Walter
A Veteran Correspondent of
This Paper Writes To
Another “Vet”
W. R. Walter, our veteran and
valued North Waldoboro corres
pondent expresses his pleasure at
the receipt of the following letter
from Rev. Allison M. Watts of Ja
maica, Vt., also a long-tune con
tributor to the paper,
• • • •
"I want to let you know of my
appreciation of your ‘Speaking of
Habits’ letter In a recent issue of
The Courier-Gazette. I find some
thing worth reading in all of your
letters. I am sorry I do not have
the privilege of a personal acquain
tance with you. I think I would
enjoy it.
“I hail to The Courier-Gazette
refusing all bribes to be wet, and
courageously scorning to live on
money that liquorites give to pur
chase press space for their ads
with appeals to our mothers and
dads and also our lassies and lads
to add to rum revenues by buy
ing their drink and their brews,
mis-spending both money and
strength to become wretched
drunkards at length the victims
of Satanic spell to finally cast in
to Hell. Your sheet is a visitor
rare, an oasis, it is, welcome, fair
ir. the desert of newspapers now
that distillers vile dollars endow.
And your independence we praise,
your stand for sound temperance
ways, your honor that brewers
can't buy with what filthy lucre
they try. your freedom from cove
tousness to condemn this New
Deal liquor mess. Yes, hail to The
Courier-Gazette, the cleanest news
paper we get. We’ll show by sub
scriptions our praise of your char
acter rare nowadays.”

chatter about the beauties of the
Maine coast, lobsters and other
seafood varieties. Several times
eaeh day Cap n Jim dons a cap
and gown and becomes Professor
Jim to give lectures on the life
and loves cf a lobster, using a
mounted specimen of the "world's
largest” lobster as a model.
A mounted 400 pound tuna fish,
flakes full of dried and di-ying fish
and continuous coastal movies
showing on a screen built into the
fish house roof assist in making
this show one of standout attrac
tions
Elroy Johnsen, Maine’s
"Will Rogers" talks tuna in the
tuna boat and gives demonstra
tions of handling tackle while the
warden boat serves as a general
information booth.
Commissioners George J. Stobie
and Arthur R. Greenleaf are here
supervising their exhibits while
Dick Reed of the Maine Develop
ment Commission is handling the
general publicity.
WASHINGTON
Farmers and woodsmen are re
joicing over the recent snowfall
to start out their next year’s sup
ply cf woed and lumber.
The five year-cld son of Mr. and
Mrs. William Hanson who was
taken to Knox Hospital for an
emergency operaticn for appendi
citis, is rapidly recovering.
Mrs. Etta Luce who has been
ill for several weeks is slowly re
gaining her health.
The Ladies Guild met recently
at the home of Mrs. Ruth Boyn
ton for rountine work. The next
meeting will be the first Tuesday
in March, place to be announced.
Misses Mary Harmes and Lcuise
LinScott who have employment in
Augusta were recent visitors at
their homes at Stkkneys Corner
and the village.
Mrs. Edith Overlook is pleasant
ly located at 72 Grove street in
Augusta and will enjoy hearing
from friends.

Private Joner

Page Five
Now, Iree, this is how the calendar
works:
Suppose Hitler announced through
How They Figure Days and the medium of The Courier-Gazette
that he Intends to capture Belfast,
Dates—A Jay See Re
Me.,
Aug. 3. 1942. What day of the
veals Secret
week will that be?
Method: To number denoting
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Here is a little calendar for 1942 I month in this calendar (in this case
which I have just compiled to aid 6 means August), add day of mon’h
Iree Member In forecasting week specified (in this case 3)—6>3—9.
days of coming dates, perhaps events I Subtract 7. leaving 2, which ifecd
also.
i as the second day of the week shows
Monday the day to avoid being
4008
found in Belfast if you have faith in
5136
Hitler’s promises.
2402
This and Iree’s wonderful mem- ! In short for any date. Add to
ory will be all he needs to ascer number signifying month the day
tain the day of the week any date cf month called for and if more
than 7 is the sum. subtract 7. The
fn 1942 w’ill fail.
remainder
if 1 will denote Sunday,
The first line of figures from left
to right means January. February, ■ 2 Monday, etc.
If no remainder, the date falls on
March and April. The next i ne
will represent May, June, July and Saturday.
August. Iree may be able to figure | After you commit these three lines
out the significance of the last line. of figures and theii- meaning to

Now You Will See

WILL HELP

FOR YOUR COUNTRY/

Eat well and keep well! That should be uppermost in every
workingman’s way of living today! Whether you are working
full time on war work, or on a civil job, keep well by eating
sensible, nutritious meals!
T“„un?

FIRST NATIONAL

«Ue‘

SUPERMARKETS

',°Vi S’1*"1" ' rtte1” ®"“’‘ 1
Wlth«henever
°n;, potatoes and,
before
standi
or lemon j«Jc®
usingadded
conserve
they are

331 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
AT REAR OF STORE
FANCY LICHT TENDER MEATED (Vitamins B-CI

We redeem Orange and
Blue Food Stamps wher
ever plan is in effect.

LAMB LEGS
STEAKS

BONELESS CLEAR HEAVY STEER BEEF
FACE RUMP (Vilamins
A-B-C)
BONELESS OVEN OR POT ROAS

LB

CHUCK ROAST A-B-C)
v

LB

Mild Cheese

WHOLE MILK
VARIETY

(Vitamins
LB
B-C)
SMOKED-READY TO EAT-WHOLE
EAT-WHO or HALF (Vitamins B-C]

LAMB FORES

COOKED HAMS

24L4-LB
BAC

Pastry Flour Hom®1,led

24Vi-LB
BAC

FRESH FOWL

CHICKENS
HALIBUT
MACKEREL
OYSTERS

Cut
RICHMOND
VUL DCCIS Sweet, Tender Slices A

X

JOHN ALDEN

A New England^ 1-LB 45'
■ BACS
Favorite

KYBO
Thrifty Price

V --

CAIN'S
HOUSE RADISH

2»*M9‘

COPLEY
Vacuum Packed
Drip or Regular

1-lb

TIN X7

(Vitamins B-C-C)

LB

27c
ls 08c
P 33c

FANCY SLICED

IB

FANCY

FOR STEWINC

JUICY FLORIDA or
CALIFORNIA NAVEL

O7<
Of

7Q<

Florida

2002 39c

California

2002 39c

FANCY COOKINC (Vitamins A-C)

f U

•

4 >3 23c

APPLES

CALIFORNIA SUNKIST-LARCE SIZE

LEMONS (Vitamin C

FOR

17c

FANCY TEXAS (Vitamins C-C)

BUNCH BEETS

20-OZ
TINS

FANCY TEXAS (Vitamins A-B1-C-C)

CARROTS

19-OZ
TINS

2

15c

PASQUAL (Vitamins A-C)

CELERY

27- OZ.
TIN

ANDY BOY

BUNChJSC

CALIFORNIA ICEBERG (Vitamins A-C)

LETTUCE

2

hos

15c

LARGE GREEN LEAF (Vitamins A- 81-C-C)

SPINACH

28- OZ
TINS

Buy V. S. Savings Stamps at First
National Super-Markets — a Patriotic
and Safe Way to Vse the Extra Dimes
■ ' — You Save
-----------

OZ 33<
Whole Apricots RIPENED 2 3°TINS
Prone Plums HEAVYSSYRUP 30TINOZ |Jc
BOSCO AND HOT
I'/fc-LB 7Q<
TREE

DOSCO

LB

ORANGES
(Vitamins A-B1-C)

Cut Beans«« 2 19-OZ
TINS AY

RICHMOND

NATIVE

TO BROIL OR FRY-2i/fe to 3-LB AVERACE

OZ.
Baked Beans"?*” 2 28TINS
A3
1 LB
Brown Bread
2 TINS

Popular Coffee
Popular Price

LB

4 to 6-LB AVERACE (Vitamins B-C-C)

LB

Bread Flour

Cvery time you buy Coffee
here, we grind it froth to
suit your needs — the sure
way to got Bettor Coffee!

LB

BONED and ROLLED IF DESIRED
DESIRE

DOZ

Sliced Bacon

Fresh:Coffee Alunys

(Vitamins
B-C)

PORK LOINS

* *!*v4swiL** *

RICHMOND-Fancy

FREE: NEW booklet containing doz
ens of bright ideas to improve your
baking. Address: Rumfcrd Baking
Powder, Box B, Rumford, R. I.

LB.

1 LB.

RINDLESS
SUCAR CURED

First National Coffee
Service Guarantees You

LB

WHOLE OR HALF-ONE PRICE~F\iSH
PORK
I

BARS 19C

FANCY BROOKSIDE
TABLE BUTTER
I I
LARGE NATIVE

Butter

JUICY TENDER CUTS
(Vitamins A-B-C-C)

DUCKLINGS

2

Lifebuoy Soap

LB

PORTERHOUSE-N Y SIRLOIN-BOTTOM ROUND-CUBE

FINAST-Ntw PACK
UlapCTlUll fLORIDA-ln Heavy Syrup 2?iSz l0‘
FINAST-CRUSHED
;3t°i°s43‘
Pineapple
OR SLICED
PURE
io-oz «>c<
Grape JeHy MIRABEL
JARS AU
12-OZ *>O<
Pancake Syrup TIMBERLAKE
BOTS A7
WHITE
20-OZ Cc
Pancake Flour SPRAY
PKC U
FANCY
1LB |7c
TIN 1/
Pink Salmon ALASKA
10 OZ S*ic
Gorton's Cod Fish Cakes TIN IU
Finast Sliced Beef LEAN 3&JAROZ SQc
17
12-OZ 71c
Libby's Corned Beef
TIN XI
FINAST-PREPARED *> 1LB
jpagnem in tomato sauce j TINS XU
24-OZ Qc
Finast Tomato Juice
TIN 7
HYDE PARK
1LB 7Cc
Sunshine ASSORTED COOKIES
PKC Xu
BUTTER COOKIES
12-OZ. «>«>c
Educator LIKE HOME MADE
PKC. XX
SMALL AC
LARCE O«>«
Rinso
PKC J
PKC XX
LARCE fOc
3MErDs|7<
Swan FLOATING
SOAP
BARS 17
MED 1Oe
LARCE 7*>c
Lux Flakes
IPKCS
PKC XX
BARS 25*
Lux Toilet Soap

lomaioes soi,d RiPe paCk z
FINAST—FANCY
Spinach TENDER
GREEN SAVOY

where good cooks play leading roles.

It takes a baby about two months
to learn how to control his eye
muscles to see large objects, ac
cording to the Better Vision In
stitute.

BETTER FOOD
wu BW BetterJos

FINAST
Corn Golden
Sweet A

It’» only a movie . . . Pvt. Jones for a
minute thought it was his Mom’s
Spice Cake! All the boys go for cakes
and cookies made with RUMFORD
—the only baking powder with an 80year record for starring in kitchens

memory you will "know your onions”
on dates as well as Cleve Sleeper
knew his tomatoes In clam chowdpr.
He was right on his clams, and I
hope in the near future to work
among the rocks and seaweed long
enough to garner a peck or so of
the shelled delectable bivalvular
hard-shelled beauties. I can just
about dig a peck, perhaps a little
more, while a real digger is getting
a Bushel, as I certainly am not one
of the 12 to 15 bushels to a tide
digger, to whom I have given care
ful ear in the past, when I hear one
of them crating on this subject in
the long Winter evenings in the
country store, miles from the sea
side.
A Jay Sec.
Union. Feb. 9.

MILK IS DELICIOUS

JAR U7

Baker's Cocoa
*t?n 9c
WHITE SPRAY
3-LB f 4C
Rolled Oats QUICK oi RECULAR PKC. I**
Tomato Paste CALIFORNIA 2 ‘tSI 13‘
12'/fe-OZ
11’
V-8 Cocktail 8 VEGETABLE
JUICES
TIN
THREE
i 28-OZ
Friend's Beans VARIETIES
. TINS X/
,
1€
11'
Finast .Mustard PREPARED 17-OZ
JAR

3>sk9c

First National Ovens
Hake This Outstanding
Bread Fresh Daily
Baked by experienced bak
ers under the finest condi
tions. Its fresh, wheleseme
flavor and taste tell the
story. You’ll like the toast
it makes, toe!

’0/cfe' Jf y/e
ENRICHED

BREAD
Also Long Loaf
1 LB. 4-OZ.
LOAVES

Every-Other-Da^j

Every-Other-Day
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Penobscot-Kennebec Clericus
At Thomaston—Eulogy
By Bath Rector

XN ZX
A
A A A

Doable Feature “Camden” Friday, Saturdj

Strand Theatre Friday and Saturday

Requiem For Bishop

NAOMA MAYHEW

Correspondent

V * ,

Ship Thomas Wildey of
bekah fleet will sail Frida)

Tel. 713

Tel. 190

At St. John’s Church, Thomaston, I
Tuesday, occurred the meeting of,
Mrs. Ralph Carroll is a surgical
the Penobscot-Kennebec Clericus.
patient at the Bangor Osteopathic
i Tlie occasion was the Year’s Mind
Hospital. She is reported to be
Requiem fcr the late Bishop Brew- ,
making good recovery, but will #be
ster. Rev. H. P. Pulsifer was the
there about two weeks longer.
celebrant of the Requiem Mass and)
Fcllowing a public covered-dish a eu2ogy was delivered by Rev. i
supper at the Federated vestry to- Charles M
Rector of Grace j
night at 6 o'clock the monthly meet- j Ghurch Bath.

neon to James street to the

At the meeting of the Rotary Club
Tuesday, H. P. Blodgett and Sum
*
ner Perry of Rockland were the
i cnly visiting Rotarians. It was vot
ed to dispense with the program
I and the club adjourned to Commun
ity Hospital where every member
went for a brief meeting at the bed) side of Rotarian Alton French. This
.ng cf the Parent-Teacher AssociaReferring to the Bishop as a
was done in order tc preserve the
ticn will be held. Supt. Chaile- E. churchman, Rector Tubbs said:
perfect attendance record which all
Lord will speak on the topic You) ,.jt might be said that the Bishop;
members have maintained in the
I w
and Your Schools.”
grew in Catholic churchmanship
contest.
Mrs. James Carney entertained 29 after he came to Maine, though as
Pvt. Clifton Richards of Fort Devguests Friday night in a surprise ob- a Churchman he was always deeply
enf.
Mass., spent the week-end with
servance of the birthdays of her spiritual. As a member cf Lambeth
his
parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Burnside
daughter, Miss Glenice Carney and Conferences and from travels on
Richards.
her son, Kenneth Johnson. Games
Continent, he was of ecumenical
Harleigh Morrion passed the
and music were enjoyed. Misses and irenic mind. He saw trends as
week-end
in town.
Edith Sawyer of this town and Of universal purport, and was
Miss Pauline Leo, daughter of Mr.
Maxine Pratt of Tenant’s Harbor, friendly towards all religious bodies,
Roy Rogers and Gabby Hayes appear in “In Old Cheyenne,” a
playing the piano.
1 “His eagerness and zest of living
and Mrs. Dcmenic Leo, celebrated moving western; plus Carole Landis and George Montgomery in “Cad^
her birthday, Thursday. Relatives Girt,” a story of the loves and laughter of the marines—plenty of sone
Mrs. Aaron Clark entertained; Was shewn in the animation of his
from Camden and Rockland were and music.
members of her sewing club Friday. conversation and gestures and in
present in honor of the occasion
night.
j the splendid physical powers which
GLEN COVE
The members of Mayflower y,e retained until the end of his
j and many lovely gifts were present
Mrs. Thelma Foss of Sudbury]
Temple, P. S. have been invited to 1 nfe jn ad sincerity of his, he was
ed to Miss Leo. Birthday cake,
Here they are, folks’ Your top radio stars! Just to be sociable, Fibber McGee is holding Charley Mc- sandwiches and cookies were served.
Mass., was recen-t guest of heattend the installation ceremonies of gracious and kindly, yet dignified j
aunt,
Mrs. C. E. Gregory.
Dates
and
Places
Are
An

Crescent Temple, Warren, Friday, and modest Decisions were ouicklv' Carthy’s arm, while Lucille Ball stands between them, with Edgar Bergen and Molly smiling on. They’re all
Carrie E. Adams, 78, wife of Dr.
with enrtnpr nrpppfiinjx thp ceremonv.
I
, -r »,
, ,2
, . ) starred in R K O Radio’s “Look Who's Laughing," and and you’ll look in the mirror after you've seen the show,
Warren
Barrows has emplovmenJ
nounced
By
Selective
Charles E. Adams of Belfast read,
p
made, and if he afterward thought vou-jj
wj,o«s laughing! This big fun feature also presents almost all the folks from Wistful Vista.
Urc Dora Maxey
w,v,.v will
Mrs.
will hP
be the inin that he had be€n mistaken, he just ____________________ _________ ’_______________________________________ _______ ___________________ died Friday at her Bangor residence,
I at the Todd-Bath Shipyard
Service Board
shilling officer, assisted b^ Mrs. as quickly admitted it. He sought
------I Portland.
following an illness of a few months.
Kathleen Studley as grand senior, truth and justice, he did not ask for
Registration days fcr Camden are
Mrs. Reynold Tibbetts of Sod
Funeral services were held Tuesday
Mrs. Edith Wyllie, grand manager attention to his person and office,
Feb.
14,
15
and
16.
While
registrap
or
tiand was a recent visitor ai
The
United
States
Employment
from
the
residence.
Caretaker
A Chevrolet sedan operated by
and Mrs. Blanche Wilson as pianist. so that he was welcome in rectories
a a a a
tion
must
be
conducted
as
of
Feb
the
home of her sister
Service
has
positions
open
for
Charles
Ingraham
and
Mrs.
Nathan
a a a a
Mrs. Mary Ripley and owned by
All air-raid wardens, both men and in homes everywhere, as well
16
to
conform
to
the
President
’
s
Charles
Hare.
teachers
in
Brazil
with
a
base
Hopkins
attended
the
services.
Mrs.
Carleton Ripley of Rockland, went
LIDA G CHAMFNEY
and women, will meet Thursday at as on platforms and in meetings cf
proclamation.
Gov.
Sewali
lias
an-i
Malcolm
Humphrey of Concord)
Adams
had
been
a
Summer
resident
over the banking from Lindsey salary of 4.000 millries per month
Correspondent
7 JO at Watts hall lor chemical war organizations.
/X zX zx zv
nounced
the
registration
may
be
Mass,
was
recent
guest of his |»ar-J
street into the basement of the for- ' or approximately $200 in Ameri- here for a great many years.
zx zx zx zx
fare class.
‘‘When Bishop Brewster died,
held
in
Maine
Feb.
14
and
15
as
well.
en
jj
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Everett llum-J
can
currency.
Applicants
should
mer Burrow's stable at 8.15 this
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Bridges, who
Tel. 2229
At tiie Sunday evening service at there were testimonials to him from'
This
advance
registration
was
aup
hrey.
be
college
graduates
with
teach

morning. Since the stable building
have been visiting their son, Llewel
the Baptist Church a dramatic Bishop Joseph E. McCarthy cf the
ing
experience
or
experienced in lyn in Westbrock, have returned thorized to avoid interference with
william Murray and family have!
was
dismantled,
this
space
has
been
The Trytohelp Club met Monday
lumily will be given by Mrs. Kil-j Roman Catholic Diocese of Portwar
production.
moved
from the Edith Lunt apartused
by
motorists
who
would
park
J
some
industrial
work
that
is
taught
home.
born. It Ls entitled ‘The Lantern, « iancj- from the head of a Protestant night at the home of Mrs. Mildred their cars heading toward tlie edge in the schools. A knowledge of
The
location
and
times
for
regisment
to
Rockport. Mr. Murray wiJ
Capt. Frank E. Rossiter was ad
and .Mrs. Kilborn will be assisted by Church Federation, from the presi Rhodes with Mrs. Wilma Rhodes as
of the basement wall over which Portuguese or Spanish is preferred mitted Monday to membership in tration in Camden for tlie three continue his duties as caretaker ol
a choru . and by Miss Mabel Fern- dent of tlie Maine Council of assisting hostess. Much work was
days are: Staurday, Feb. 14. frem tlie Sharp property at Warrentoi.j
there is a drop of some eight feet. but not essential. Skilled, semi the Business Men’s Association.
ald who will give the prologue and Churches, and lrom a Jewish rabbi.! accomplished on Red Cross sewing.
11 a. m. to 3 p. m. at the Selectmen’s )
Mrs. Ripley had driven into tlie skilled and unskilled labor is want
The Philathea Class will meet
epilog ue.
Vocal also in their respect to his' sPecial
was given to the
parking area and when she went to ed at once for work in the Pana Friday night in the Baptist parlors, office; Sunday from 1 p. in. to 5
The W C. T. U. will meet Friday memory were bishops of other dio- . birthday anniversary of one of the
ma Canal Zone, also carpenters,
ceses, the publications of the coun- 1 members present. Mrs. Maud Carle- stop the brakes were frozen and tiie
Mrs. Kenneth Brown of Florence- p. m. at the Selectmen's Office;
night at Mis. Eleanor Clark's.
joiners,
mechanics
and
other
car
rolled
over
the
edge
and
turned
ville, N. B., is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Monday, from 7 a. m. to 9 p. m. at
Misses Josephine Farrington and try, religious and secular, clergy and ton, the group gathering about her
,
««««
specialized
trades
as
well
as
per

over.
She
was
shaken
up
consid

Camden Opera House. All hours
Alec Gillmcr.
Geraldine Jackson of Rockland prominent laymen, and State offi and singing “Happy Birthday” as
JVew*
Items
from all of the IX-1
sons trained in the professions.
are War Time.
the refreshments appeared includ erably but not injured.
trons of Husbandry are welcomed )
were week-end guests of Mrs. James cials.
Aldo
A.
Mansfield,
86,
died
Tues

------i The wrage scale is high with subEach registrant will be required
here.
Carney. Misses Glenice Carney and
day at his home on Upper Moun to answer the following nine ques
“Bishop Brewster will be remem ing small cakes with candle deco
There
will
be
a
meeting
of
the
sistence
being
furnished
in
some
ration.
Next
week
the
Club
will
Rachel Stetson spent the week-end bered for his humanitarianism and
Ski Gulls Friday evening over Crie’s °* ihe professional classifications, tain street. He was bora in this tions: Name, place of residence, Maple Grange of North Waldo.
with Miss Maxine Pratt at Tenant s j
spirituality, his distinctive traits meet with Mrs. Ellen Bohndell with
town, son cf Brown and Angelita
mailing address telephone number, boro wiU hald an all day meetin?
store. Several films of ski movies
------Mrs.
Blanche
Carver
assisting.
Harbor.
B. Mansfield and is survived by two
as man and Churchman, for his out
age and date of birth, place of birth,' Peb 19 AU members are expected
will
be
shown
and
plans
are
also
beApril
30
is
the
date
of
the
anstanding citizenship in the Unitei A practice meeting of Harbor ing made for a Quiz Program. The nual Short Course in Gardening sons, Edgar of Unicn and Alfred of name and address of person who will to attend and lake part in thp pr(>
States and the world, and for his Light Chapter O.EB. is called fcr informal meeting will wind up with at the University of Maine for Camden, and several grandchildren. always know registrant's address,1 gram Dinner wilJ
served
! long and effective service as priest Sunday at 2.30, in preparation of
Funeral services will be held Thurs employer’s name and address, and
•
•
.
.
refreshments
and
each
member
j
Garden
Club
Federation
members
day at 2 o’clock from Good funeral
and bishop in the Church of God. Past Officers’ Night which will be
should bring his own cup and j and all others interested in garplace of employment or business.
David R. Eaton, lecturer of Pen
home. Rev. H. I. Holt of Rockport
“As his humble co-workers in observed Tuesday.
spoon.
' dening. An intensive program is
After the registrant has answered obscot View Grange of Glen Cov;
The books of the Town of the Lord’s vineyard, the clergy and
Mrs. Alice Marston, Mrs. Vera
officiating. Burial will be in Moun
planned foi- the one-day course.
all questions and signed his card,! atlended the rw.ent kcturer-s con
Thomaston will close MONDAY, law people of the diocese which he Foster,
Mrs. Elizabeth Lowell,
tain Cemetery.
he will be given a registrati;n cer
MARCH 2, 1942. All taxes un
Miss
Eleanor
Porter.
Miss
Eleanor
once so well administered, thank Mrs. Orra Bums, Mrs. Edna Ingra
A surprise birthday party was tificate signed by tlie registrar which ference in Augusta.
Carter
and
Miss
Marguerite
Ma&
telephone
call
came
in
this
paid bv that date will appear
God in whose infinite wisdom there ham and Mrs. Lina Joyce will have
honey have entered the training week from Dick Knowlton to his given Vincent Nuccio last week must be in the personal possession
delinquent.
was founded, tlie One, Holy, Catho charge of the chicken pie supper to
mother, Mrs. Rcy L. Knowlton. end in honor of his 50th birthday. of the registrant at all times. Fail
lic, Apostolic Church and for His be served Thursday at the Masonic school of the Maine General Hos Dick says everything is tops at He was pleasantly surprised by the
GEORGE E. GILCHREST,
ure to possess the certificate, or
servant Benjamin, one time Bishop. hall under the auspices of the local pital in Portland.
Tax Collector.
his camp and he is well and work arrival of his son, Peter from New failure to show it to authorized per
“May his soul, with the souls of Red Cress.
ark, N. J.
Refreshments were sons constitutes a violation of Selec
Mrs. George St. Clair was chair ing hard.
18-20 all the faithful departed, through
Mr. and Mrs. Garland Day and
served
by
Pauline
Leo, Angie and tive Service Regulations and is con
man of the monthly supper of
child of Waldoboro and Mrs. Day’s
Frances
Nuccio,
and
many gifts sidered prima facie evidence of
UNITED
Chapin Class held Tuesday night in The Rotary Club tomorrow will
STATES
mother of Wiscasset w’ere recent
were
presented
the
honor
guest.
failure to register.
SAVINCS
the vestry of the Universalist see a continuation of the Esso travel
callers at the Baptist parsonage.
(BONDS
Virginia Simpson Stetson died
picture.
All male citizens who have reached
Church.
( AM) STAN PS
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Ryder, who
early this morning at her home cn their 20th birthday on or before
have been living in Rockland, are
Patrolman Frank C. Bridges Ls Union street. No time has been Dec. 31, 1941 and have not reached
Ralph Richards, who has been re
now at the home of her parents, cently employed in Sanford, has recovering from a week's tussle set for the funeral services.
their 45th birthday on or before
SAI I AT IU* KKVU»* $ OH kA5K
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Veazie. Mr. returned home.
Fred Crockett of Port Jefferson. Feb. 16, 1942 and have not already
with grippe.
Ryder, who has been assistant man
L. I., N. Y„ is a surgical patient registered under the Selective Serv
IS*
ager at the Rockland branch of Ar
A Boy Scout Court of Honor is
The Lady Next Doer says the at Community Hospital.
ice Service act as amended in 1940,
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Wort"
mour & Co., has been transferred to to be held in the Municipal Court proverb has it that chickens come
must register at this time.
Wonders!
Calais where he will serve as man Room at 7 30 tonight. Invitation hme to roost, but hers came home
Ruburbian Maxims . . . The les
ager. He will leave Monday to as is extended to the public.
during the holidays only long sened moral responsibility of the
sume his new duties and Mrs. Ryder
enough to eat, sleep, and have their citizen makes for the increased le
/
will join him at a later date.
gal responsibility of the State.
A Civil Service examination is clothes cleaned,
Mrs. Maynard Ingraham was hos to be held for the position of pat
tess Tuesday night to the Johnsen ternmaker (wood) in the Ports
©
t
Society. The time was devoted to mouth Navy Yard, at salaries
Fancy Native Pullets.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ib .32
Come on down to our store, shop around to vour heart’s con
Nice to roast or fricassee.
work on quilts.
ranging from $9.92 a day to $10.28.
tent and when you’ve purchased all your needs, walk out emptyhanded and LET US DELIVER THE GOODS. To save time
Additional contributors to the Red Application forms may be obtained
Leadership Smoked Shoulders ..... .. .. .. .. .. . Ib .33
and conserve our cwn rubber we only ask that you arrange to
Cross Fund during the past w’eek from the secretary at the local
he home when delivery is made—second deliveries are an ex
were: Elementary Grades, High Post Office.
Armour’s Star Bacon.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ,b .35
travagance nene of us can afford. Come in today, you'll like our
Schcol building, Earle Achorn, Prin.,
values and our service!
Nice White Pocket Honeycomb Tripe.. .. .. .. .. . Ib .21
$10; Fred A. Norwood Woman’s Re
The Rockland Post Office has
lief Corps, $5; Mrs, Cacilda Cain, sold a total ot 2002 Auto Use
Clover Sliced Bacon.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ,b .32
ANNOUNCING NEW SET OF
$1; G. W. Bridge Club, $2.25; Miss Stamps at $2.09 each which allows
Large Native Fresh Eggs.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. doz .40
Grace Church. $2; Rockport Em the car owner to operate their ve
PYREX Brand
ployes
of
Bath
Iron
Works,
$28.72.
hicles
until
June
30.
At
that
time,
MATCHED
Johnson’s Beans.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . qt .20
A pretty Valentine birthday party another stamp which will be good
MIXING BOWLS
was given Wednesday aftemccn in for one full year must be purchased
Fancy Waldo County Potatoes pk .38; 100 lbs 2.50
Cook white and mealy.
honor
of
Miss
Judith
Rhodes,
at
at
a
cost
of
$5.
Every housewife will want a set

I

Register In Camden

J

ROCKPORT

TALK OF THE TOWN TALK OF THE TOWN

Mrs. Lena Rollins. All mei|
the crew are expected te
themselves for duty.

Jeanne, youngest daughte
and Mrs. Russell Stewart
been at Knox Hospital lor
tion and treatment, has
heme.

Mrs. Lena Hodgdon who
ill at her home on Union
much improved.

Miss Charlotte Buffunl
tained with one table ol
Wednesday afternoon,
Mrs. Percy Roberts of Ni
The Friday Rug Club
with Mrs. Ruth Gurdy Bn
for all day work.

Mrs. H. Nelson McD
Portland is over from her
a few days’ visit with her
Mrs. John H. McLoon an<)
Mrs. Ki nr.edy Crane ,)
of the relatives mention
will cf Miss Hannah R
Skowhegan, a cousin of Mi!
father, Blin Page.
•

Spencer Foundation Gar)
dividually designed; sun
all needs. Delivery guarani
Mona McIntosh, 235 Broai1
22-M-cdv.
Visit Lucien K. Green)
second floor, 16 School st
Fellows Block, City, for
Coats and Cloth Coats, at
prices.

GRANGE CORNER

NOTICE!

ifl.

Rf -x
A

FURRIERSl
16 SCHOOL STRl

WEEKEND SPECIALS

PARK THEATRE

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

cf these attractive, handy mix
ing

bowls.

Three

convenient

sizes—1 Qt., 1«$ Qt., 2«4 Qt.

Set of 3 Bowls

95c
KITCHEN

Regularly $1.00

PARING KNIFE

MATCHED TWIN

the mercy of God, rest in peace!”
After the service in the church the
priests repaired to the rectory for a
business meeting, and later had
luncheon in the parish hall, served
by Mrs. William Lcucks, Mrs. Ada
Smith, Miss Rita Flye and Mrs.
Hollis Young. Following luncheon,
the meeting was continued in the
rectory, featured by a paper and
discussion.

SERVER SET

QUINTUPLETS

A serviceable paring knife, the
3” blade is made of high carbon
stainless steel which means a
sharp and lasting edge.

relieve misery of

CHEST COLDS

-19c

this good old reliable way

BALL TOP

WHISK BROOM
Usually 25c

Special

19c

Consists of matched twin
dripless servers—18 oz. and 11oz. sizes.

Special 89c

MAIN ST. HHRDUJRRES
PAINTS STOVES • KITCHENWARE /Cn>

"FORMERLY VEAZIE'i"

r-

441 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND \

At the first sign of the Dionne Quin
tuplets catching cold—their chests and
throats are rubbed with Musterole—-a
product made ttpeeially to promptly
relieve distress of colds and resulting
bronchial and croupy coughs.
The Quints have always had expert
rare, so mother—be assured of using
just about the BEST product made
when you use Musterole. It’s more
thsn an ordinary “salve”—Musterole
helps break up local congestion!
IN 3 STRENGTHS: Children’s Mild
Musterole. Also Regular and Extra
Strength for grown-ups who prefer
a stronger product. All drugstores.

MUSTtROlF

Baker’s Chocolate Chips for Toll House
Cookies.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 pkgs .25
Superba Crab Meat.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . can .32
24 Oz. Bottle Dill Pickles.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 19
24 Oz. Heinz Fresh Cucumber Pickles.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 22
Libby’s Pineapple Juice .... can .18; 3 cans .50
Baxter’s Pod Run Peas ... can .15; 3 cans .40
Sun Bright Cleaner.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 cans .13
Horticultural Shelled Beans .. can .15; 3 cans .49
Royal Gelatine Desserts or Puddings .. 3 pkgs .20

Capt. Laurence K. Mansfield,
chief registrar for the Selective
Service registration in Rockland,
asks for several more volunteer
registrars for draft registration.
Their services will be needed Sat
urday, Sunday and Monday and
those w'illing to volunteer may tele
phone either the local draft board
or Capt. Mansfield at 1100.
the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Albert U. Rhodes. The fea
ture of the afternoon was the fas
cinating table centerpiece which
consisted of a red bex with ribbon
streamers leading to each place. At
the end of each streamer was a
picture of the hostess for each guest.
Judith received many nice gifts, an
unusual one being 600 pennies for
a defense bond given her by a greataunt. Those present from Camden
were: Nancy Harmon, Julia Spear.
Barbara Tounge, Sandra Goodwin,
Ruth Young, Del Babb and George
Gillmor; from Rockport, Barbara
Rhodes, Dottie Staples, Patricia Up
ham, Edgar Rhodes, Nelsen Rhodes,
Harold Crockett and Betty Rhodes;
from Glen Cove, Nancy Gregory.
Carol Cash of Rockland and
“Junior” and Betty Ann Carroll cf
Augusta. Birthday cake, ice cream
and heart shaped cookies., were
served.

FOB

Good, and saves you sugar.

It's “Ho-palong Cassidy” Bill
Boyd’s Trigger Finger that commands law and order to this bandit Arabian chieftain and his two
conspirators in Paramount’s action-packed drama, “Outlaws of
the Desert.”
Paramount's latest “Hopalong
Cassidy” action romance, "Outlaws
of the Desert.”
Park Theatre
promises to top all previous productions in this exciting series of
western thrillers.
Fcr one thing, the action takes
place in one of the mcst colorful
outposts of civilization—the mysterious desert of far-off Arabia.
Assigned by the U. S Army Re-

mount Ser
to purchase thor, cughbred Arabian horses and
' transport them back to America, •
“Hoppy” and his inseparable sad, die cronies, Andy “California”
Clyde and singing redeo champ
: Brad King, find themselves up to
their ears-in desert war with cut, threat bandits. Romance rides
high, wide end handsome when
Brad King falls for the blonde
and
beautiful
Jean
Phillips,
daughter of the American rancher
in charge of the Arabian expedition
Murder, kidnapping and
spectacular feats of horsemanship
j charge the picture with lightning
six-gun action.

Good Sized Florida Oranges.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . doz
14 Oz. Campbell’s Tomato Juice.. .. .. .. 3 cans
47 Oz. Campbell’s Tomato Juice.. .. .. .. .. . can
Fancy Maine Corn.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 6 cans
Baxter’s Cut Refugee Beans . can .15; 6 cans
Large Cans Superba Squash or Pumpkin .. can

.30
.21
.21
.70
.80
.15

These make delicious pies.

Northern Spy Apples.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . peck
Nice to eat or cook.

.50

,

Heinz Fig or Date Pudding.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . can

.35

Requires no sugar.

J. A JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 17

It will cost ni
Your ^overnmsz
Buy Defense J
pay day Bond £’J
ings Plan.
I

Bonds cost $l ii
The help of e\ |

Do your part

Evcry-Other-Oa^
en” Friday, Saturday

OCl ETY
Ship Thomas Wildey of the Re
Mr. and Mrs. Grant Young and
bekah fleet will sail Friday after- son (David have moved to Portland
n:on to James street to the home of where he has employment in the
Mrs. Lena Rollins. All members of yards of the Todd-Bath Iron Works.
the crew are expected to present
themselves for duty.
Rounds Mothers’ Class will meet
tonight for Red Cress Sewing in the
Jeanne, youngest daughter of Mr. vestry
of
the
Congregational
and Mrs. Russell Stewart who has Church. Mrs. Vance Norton, Mrs.
been at Knox Houspital for observa Harold Karl and Mrs. Dana Cum
tion and treatment, has returned mings will act as hostesses.
heme.
Mrs. Charles L. Strout of Bruns
Mrs. Lena Hodgdon who has be< n wick was guest of her sister, Mrs.
ill at her home on Union street is Maude Barrows, Monday to be with
much improved.
her mother Mrs. Ellen Barrows on
her 87th birthday. Mrs. Barrows
Miss Charlotte Buffum enter
received many nice gifts—flowers,
tained with one table of contract
fruit, candy and cards; also twa
Wednesday afternoon, honoring
birthday cakes.
Mrs. Percy Roberts of New York.

1

jear in "In Old Cheyenne,” a fa,
ind George Montgomery in “Cadi
pr of the marines—plenty of son.

GLEN COVE
Mrs. Thelma Poss of Sudbury
lass.. was recent guest of her
unt, Mrs. C. E. Gregory.
Warren Barrows has employment
the Todd-Bath Shipyard inf
ortland.
Mrs. Reynold Tibbetts of South!
ortland was a recent visitor at!
(ie home of her sister. Mrs
harles Hare.
[Malcolm Humphrey of Concord,
la.
was recent guest of hi.s parat
Mr. and Mr.s. Everett Hum»|

tirey.
William Murray and family have]
oved from the Edith Lunt apart[ent to Rockport. Mr. Murray wi
infinite hLs duties as caretaker of,

ie Sharp property at Warrenton

GRANGE CORNER
J
eS x"\
Mews Items from sO of the F»»
Irons of Husbandry ar
here.

Maple Grange of North Waldo-f
will hold an all day- meeting!
'eb. 19. All members are expected!
) attend and take part in the pro-1
rain. Dinner will be served.
• • « •
dio

8-tI

COATS
FOR

SPRING
A

Have Begun

To Arrive

Now!

RWpEFENSE
A;

• Buy Them

E. C

Mrs. Seth Low of New York was
luncheon guest, with other friends,
at Mrs. E. K. Leighton’s Wednesday.

The Pilgrim Homemakers will
meet tonight with Rev. and Mrs.
Roy Welker at the parsonage at 8
o'clock.

(®U*lFATy0WPOSTOnXkOII BANK

LUCIEN K. GREEN .4 SON

urier-Gazette Want Ads WorR
ders!

FURRIERS—FUR AND CLOTH COATS
16 SCHOOL STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.

SPECIALS
.32

"s ... ’................lb

.33

uddings .. 3 pkgs

.20

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . doz >30
nice.. .. .. . 3 cans .21
uice.. .. .. .. .. . can .21
................ 6 cans .70
. can .15: 6 cans .80
or Pumpkin .. can .15
.50

BUY
UNITED

TELEPHONE 17

Mrs. Lydia T. Storer, contralto
Plano for eight hands—i

Valse Brlllante.
MoszkowskI
Mrs. Faith G. Berry, Mrs, Charlotte C.
Hopkins. Mrs. Nettle B. Averill,
Mrs. Kathleen S. Newman
(a) Ecstacy.
Rummel
(to) The Rosary,
Ethelbert Nevins
(c) Serenade.
Fallet Gllbertl
Miss Lotte McLaughlin, soprano
Plano duet The Rosemond Over
ture,
Schubert
(In honor of St. Valentine)
Mrs. Lilza Vardavoulis and
Miss Dorothy Lawry
Mrs. Berry, Mrs. Averill and Mrs.
Strout. will serve as accompanists
Plano solo—Tarantella.
Denee
Nancy Libby

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
Wondersl

with

Andy Clyde * Brad King
CARTOON

NEWS

<

RADIO'S TOUR-MOST'
FUN-STARS TOGETHER
in the laugh-battle
of the century 1

SERIAL

NOW PLAYING

STATES

Two Big Features

DEFENSE

“PACIFIC BLACKOUT”

BONDS

with
PRESTON FOSTER
MARTI)A O’DRISCOLL

STAMPS

•CRMDEN*

“YOUNG AMERICA”

Every Friday Night
COUNTRY
STORE
WAR NEEDS MONEY!
will

cost

to

money

Your government calls

pay

Defense

day

Bonds

Bond Day

by

defeat

On you

or

our

enemy

aggressors.

to help now.

Stamps

today.

participating in

the

Make

every

Pay-roll Sav

Plan.

Bonds cost

The

$18.75

help of every

and

up.

Stamps are lOi, 25i and up.

individual

is needed.

Do your part by buying your share every pay day.

At the meeting of Winslow-Hol
brook Unit, American Legion Aux
iliary, Monday night an American
ism program was presented by Adah
Roberts, Americanism chairman.
Berniece Jackson was appointed re
habilitation chairman for the re
mainder of the year. The auxiliary
will serve the supper for the Post
Thursday, Feb. 19, Mary Dinsmore,
chairman. The Auxiliary is very
pr:ud of the fact that it has bought
$425 worth of Defense Bonds.

GRAND PRIZE
to be
GIVEN AWAY
FRIDAY EVENING
MARCH 6
Get Your Tickets At

EVERY COUNTRY STORE

Liberty Enterprise

Three Shows Daily, 2-7-9

Saturday Evg. 6.15. Sun.

Mat. 5

S»o»v ond Screen Hev bv Jemei V Kern

Plus

“SITTING PRETTY”

LAST TIME TODAY
Cary Grant, Joan Fontaine

“SUSPICION’’

NEW SUPERMAN CARTOON
LATEST PARAMOUNT NEWS
TODAY

LEW’ AYRES in

“Dr. Kildare’s Victory”
STARTS SUNDAY

TYRONE POWER in

“SON OF FURY”

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

SAT. CASH NIGHT. $98

(Be present; you may be lucky)
CAROLE LANDIS
GEORGE MONTGOMERY
“CADET GIRL’’

Songs and Romance with the
Marines
Pius
Roy Rogers, Gabby Hayes
“TN OLD CHEYENNE’’
Chapter 11, “JUNGLE GIRL”

Coming: “1

Who’s Laughing

This And That

Grace Chapter, 0. E. S.

Smart Newspaper Pub
lished In That Village,
Back In the 70’s

Installs Officers With Grand
Ceremonies and Musical
Selections

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
It has been said that one is never
too old to learn, and I began to
think so when I was asked by a
friend if I had ever known that
there was once a newsfSaper printed
in Liberty Village. Of course I said.
“Never heard such a bit of news";
and I wonder if anyone else knows
that in 1878 the town of Liberty
boasted of a real live newspaper
called “The Liberty Enterprise", a
copy of which I have at my elbow,
Vol. 1 No. 2, printed in Liberty.
Waldo County, January 1878.
It is a good sized four-page paper
which would do credit to a modem
town, and carries advertisements
from Union, Washington and Lib
erty, as well as Tenants Harbor and
several other places. There is local
news from Liberty, Washington.
North Washington and Union. The
editorial page says, "Published the
last week in every month by E. J.
Dunn, Editor and Proprietor; Wayland Knowlton, Assistant Editor.’’
As I have the loan of this paper
of 66 years ago. I herewith copy
some items from it w’hich may be
of interest to older readers of The
Courier-Gazette who may have
known the writers:
Liberty
advertisement:
"Two
papers for the price of one—The
Rockland Courier-Gazette and this
paper will be sent to any new sub
scriber desiring these papers for the
sum of $2 per year, the price of The
Courier-Gazette alone." Another:
"J. L. Burns. Washington. The only
merchant that keeps everything a
person may call for and sells at
the lowest possible prices". Still
another: "Hiram Bliss, Jr., Lindley
Murray Staples, Counsellors at
Law. Attend' to business in any part
of the State".
For locals, several .show that
singing schools were popular in the
several mentioned towns, as: "J. O.
Jchnson is teaching singing schocl
in South Montville. At North Wash
ington a singing schocl taught by
L L. Robbins is now about the
only life we have in this vicinity,
if we except an occasional social
party".
From Union: “Unicn Ledge, I.O.
OF. installed officers Jan. 8, semi
public. The following efficers were
installed by D. D. G. Master Beaton
of Vinalhaven, assisted by P. G.
Wingate cf Union Lodge, N. G. J. E.
Arnold; V. G. N. A. Bartlett; Sec
retary E. C. Gleason; Per Sec’y,
S. G. Hills; Treasurer, A. J. Young;
W. I. C. Thurston; C. Benjamin
Burton; O. G. A. M. Thompson;
I. G. Harvey Moore; R. N G. A. M
Wingate; L. N. G. A. L. Jones;
R. V. G. G. W. Bachellcr; L. V. G.
J. A. Gleason; R. S. S. C. A. Thur
ston; L. S. S. L. D. Carroll; Chap.
L. F. Bachellor. After installation.
D. D. G. M. Beaton delivered an
address on the "Aims, Rise and
Progress of Odd1 Fellowship”. Also
remarks were made by Bros. Albee,
Bartlett, Staples. Rev. Mr. Norcross
and others. At 10 o’clock all re
paired to the Burton House where
w’e enjoyed as bountiful a repast
as was ever served in Union.”
The correspondent then goes on
tc say, "Union Ledge was instituted
Jan. 10. 1846. We are in as flour
ishing a condition new as we have
ever been. Yes, in a better condition and still bettering. We have
as fine a lot of young men in our
lodge as can be found in any town
in the State and still there are
more to follow”.
These words from someone long
since passed: on appealed to me
because of the possibility that the
sons and grandsons of these of
ficers installed in January 1678 are
the young men of today who are
still carrying on in Union Lodge.
At 289 Main street, Rcckland, in
1876 was located the Music and
Variety Store of Albert Smith,
while A. L. 'Richardson, Rockland,
had a clever advertisement for
'name cards” popular at about
that time and later. “Twenty-five
for 15 cents. Agents Wanted."
Clara Overlook.
Washington, Feb. 10.

Officers of Grace Chapter, OES.
of Thcmaston were installed Mon
day night in an impressive cere
mony in the new Masonic Temp’.e.
Mrs. Winifred Milne, Grand Mar
tha of Naomi Chapter, Tenant’s
Harbor, was the installing officer,
assisted by Laurence Perry, worthy
patron. Mrs. Blanche Vose, as gran t
chaplain, Mrs. Emma Young as
giand marshal and Mrs. Blanche
Lermond as grand organist.
Officers installed were: Worthy
Matron, Mrs. Madolyn Spear; worthy
patron, Leroy Seekins; associate
matron, Mrs. Lura Libby; associate
patron, Eivand R. Moss; secretary,
Mrs. Florence Gardiner; treasurer,
Mrs. Cora Knights; conductess, Miss
Helen Stetson; associate conduc
tress, Mrs. Bertha Seekins; chaplain,
Mrs. Josephine Stone; organist.
Mis. Blanche Lermond; Ruth, Miss
Evelyn Hahn; Esther, Mrs. Adelle
Rees; Martha, Mrs. Priscilla Moss;
Electa, Mrs. Avis Brazier; warder,
Mrs. Baibara Jack; sentinel, Holli?
Harrington. Mrs. Margaret Stone
will be installed as Adas at a later
date.
Mrs. Spear, following her instal
lation as worthy matron, was e. ccrted to the East by her son, Wil is
Spear, while Mr. Seekins’ daughter.
Miss Betty Lou Seekins, accompan
ied her father to his seat in the
East.
As the five star points were in
stalled the grand marshal placed a
coronet of flowers corresponding to
her color on the head of each, Mrs.
Leah Davis filling the place cf Adah
for this ceremony. Patricia Roes
assisted Mrs. Young with the
flowers.
The installation ceremony was in
terspersed with vocal solos by Mrs.
Leah Davis and Mis. Marion Orafton; musical numbers by an orches
tra, a piano duet by Mis es Betty
Lou Seekins and Nancy Libby; three
songs by Robert and Richard Mac
Farland. accompanied by their
mother, Mrs. Robert MacFarland;
and a piano solo by Nancy Libby.
In the orchestra were Misses Betty
Fales. Lena Frisbee, Eieanor Greg
ory and Virginia Rees, Joseph Rich
ards and Eugene Fales.
At the conclusion of the program
an informal reception wa.s held in
the banquet hall and refreshments

Itooevik

OWM

It

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The following restatement of fun
damental and traditLnal policy is
deemed timely in view cf the pres
ent great expansion of work with
men in the armed forces and Ls to
be strictly observed by every Chap
ter, unit, and individual acting for
or in the name of the American Red
Cross.
It has always been and now is the
definite policy and instructions of
the Red Cross that no charge shall
ever be made to any service man for
any Red Cress article or service
which Ls furnished from the funds
or supplies contributed to the Red
Cross.
If any service man, fcr example,
has ever been asked tc- pay for
sweaters, or any similar articles, the
person making such sale was act
ing wholly contrary to Red Cross
policy and instructions.
If any such sale should now be
made cr proposed, the Red Cross
deires complete information con
cerning the incident and the situa
tion will be promptly and vigorously
corrected.
During the last war, as an addi
tional service, not involving devia
tion from this policy, the Red Cross,
at the request of General Head
quarters of the AEF, established
certain lodging facilities, Including
meal service at a few points along
the lines of communication. At the
definite request ot the AEF head
quarters a charge, which was well
below cost, was made to the men
on leave who desired to use these fa
cilities.
In these instances the Red Cross
was making available at the request
of the Army an additional service
below cost; it was not making a
charge for any articles or services
derived from funds or materials
contributed for the Red Cross pro
gram for the benefit of service men.
Keryn ap Rice, Capt. U. S. A. Re
tired, Chairman.

also

with
JANE WITHERS

ings

SON CO.

Mrs. Strout. director
Gentle Annie.
Stephen Foster
Miss Gwendolyn Barlow, contralto
(ln period costume
(a) Oh! Could The Red Rose Live
Always.
Stephen Foster
(to, I hear America Singing! (Popular)
(c) Joshua Fit the Battle of
Jericho (spiritual).
Rosemond Johnson
(d) Lindy Lou.
Lily Strickland

The tea tables will be in charge
of Mrs. Eva E. Greene, Miss Mil
dred Havener, Miss Katherine
Keating and Miss Margaret Sim
mons.

WILLIAM BOYD:

Red Cross Policy

To Be Given At the Rubin That No Charges Shall Ever
stein Club’s Meeting Fri
Be Made To the Service
day Afternoon
Men

A Paramount Picture featuring

Buy

.35

A Musical Tea

SATURDAY

.25
.....................can .32
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 19
ir Pickles.................. 22
can .18:3 cans .50
can .15; 3 cans .40
.................. 3 cans .13
.40

At the Masonic Temple, Monday Ward 3-A has now been completed
evening, the Woman's Division and this gives the disaster squad of
First Aid class taught by Elmer which Harod Whitehill is chair
Joyce was Joined by Mrs. Adah man, seven complete rescue squads.
Roberts' First aid class and guests The assembly point of this squad
from other classes to hear Fire is at the Community Building and
Chief Van E. Russell describe and its members are: Fred C. Black,
demontrate the resuscitator and in- leader; J, Dcnald Coughlin, second
halator owned by the City of Rock leader; Frank Piper, Erwin W.
land. This proved of great Inter Spear, J. W. Robinson. W. Sey
est and value to the group and will mour Cameron. Harry Wilbur, Al
be included in each First Aid class fred Levinthal, Dcnald Perry,
under this division. The moving and Charles Rose.
picture, Fighting the Fire Bomb, re- [ A second class In First Aid for
cently purchased by the city was women air raid wardens will be
shown also to the group. This gives started Wednesday night at the
very careful and detailed! instruc- ' Community Building with Dr.
tion for handling incendiary bombs Gimore Soule as instructor. Other
and should prove of interest’ to first aid classes will be started as
Last as books and instructors can
many communities.
All women who have taken the be secured.
The county chairman of the
Air Raid Wardens course are to
meet Thursday night at the Com- ( Women’s Division, Mrs. Horatio
munity Building at 7.30 at which W’. Cowan wishes to acknowledge
time Louis B. Cook. Chief Air Raid ' the following equipment and sup
Warden for the city, will speak to plies loaned her office: Stcnington
them on their duties in connection' Furniture Co. for desk and chair;
with the city wide warden program. MorrLs Perry for two files; E. B.
All are urged to be present for this Crcckett for general office sup
most important meeting.
plies and the State News Co. for
The Rescue First Aid squad of renovating typewriters.

FRIDAY AND

Toll House
................ 2 pkgs

.. can .15:3 cans

A department devoted to news items concerning these
patriotic organizations

Thy Beaming Eyes. Edward McDowell
At Twilight.
Rudolph Frlnll

yiCTORY

.35
nb Tripe............. Ib .21
....................... Ib .32
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. doz .40
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . qt .20
espk .38; 100 lbs 2.50
............................ Ib
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*
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Choral group—

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib

D

Davis of Broadway.

Early!

UNITED
STATES
SAVINGS
BONDS
AND STAMPS

THE RED CR OSS
AND CIVILIAN D EFENSE

The meeting of the Rubinstein
Club which takes place in the
Universalist vestry Friday at 2 30
will be a Musical Tea, given to
the regular members of the club,
and to the holders of the tickets
which were issued at a nominal fee
for the benefit of the Red Cross
Fund and the Music fcr Defense
Committee of the Federation of
Music Clubs.
Following is the program based
on American Music, and arranged
by the co-chairman. Mrs. Grace
Mrs. L. Bliss Gilchrist of New M. Strout and Mrs. Lillian G.
York and Thomaston was hostess to Joyce.
a luncheon party at the Copper Ket Ladles Choral Group
(a) Stars Look O'er the Sea.
tle today with Mrs. Seth Low and
Henry Smart
<b) Wanderer's Night Song,
her mother, Mr.s. E. D. Spear, as
Dudley Buck
honor guests.
Thomaston Baptist Choral Society

Mrs. Thomas Leigh of Augusta is
visiting her long time friend, Mrs

BUY

...................can

M-s. Almon Cunningham, 63
Crescent avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.,
entertained a number of friends
Friday night, Feb. 6 in honor of
Mr. Cunningham’s birthday. Coffee
and sandwiches were served, also
a birthday cake. The evening was
spent in playing bridge, honors
going to Andrew Heartman, Mrs.
Oliver Farien, Mrs. Heartman, and
Mrs. Farien. Saturday Feb 7 the
Maine delegation was invited to
spend the eiening with Mr. and
Mr.s. Donald Patterson, another
big birthday cake waited Almon.
Unfortunately it was the worst
snowstorm of the season for
which Buffalo is famous, and
travel was tied up—party post
poned, better luck next time Don.
Mrs. Heartman (nee Bessie Os
good i, Donald Patterson and Al
mon Cunningham are graduates
of Vinalhaven High School.

Mrs. H. Nelson McDougall and
Mrs. John McLoon and sdn, Billy,
went to Portland yesterday.

• See Them

.. .. .. .. .. . peck

Miss Ethel Hayes of Rockland and
Alton L. Horten of Camden were
guests of honor last Saturday eve
ning at a surprise party given by
Mr. and Mrs. John Horton of Cam
den at their heme cn Knowlton
stredt. Miss Hayes and Mr. Horton
were the recipients of many useful
gifts. Ice cream and cake were
served to the guests, who were Miss
Sylvia Hayes and Gordon Burgess
and Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert French
of Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. James
Redman, Mr. and Mrs. Percy Hop
kins, Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Bryant,
Mr. and Mrs. George Start, Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Young, Mr. and Mrs.
Alton French, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Horton, Mr. and Mrs. William Hos
mer, MLss Bernice Firth, Miss Marie
Young, Paul MacFarland and Al
bert Horton Jr., of Camden.

The Friday Rug Club will meet The card party sponsored by Ship
with Mrs. Ruth Gurdy Bird Friday of Good Deeds of the Rebekah fleet
Tuesday afternoon had three tables.
for all day work.
Prizes were won by Mrs. Doris Jor
Mr.s. H. Nelson McDougall of dan, Mrs. Carrie Thompson, Mrs.
Portland is over from her home for Baibara Post and Mr.s. Matie
a few days’ visit with her daughter Spaulding.
Mrs. John H. McLoon and friends.
Maine Day will be observed by the
Mrs Kennedy Crane Jr. was one Massachusetts Maine Daughters to
cf the relatives mentioned in the day at Hotel Vend1:me. The presi
will of Miss Hannah R. Page of dent, Mrs. Chester A. Merrifield,
Skowhegan, a cousin of Mrs. Crane’s will have as guests, Mrs. Edwin Tro- j
land, third vice president of the |
father, Blin Page.
State Federation; Mrs. Crosby B. I
Spencer Foundation Garments in Thompson, sixth district director;
dividually designed; supports for Rev. Hilda Libby Ives and presidents
all needs. Delivery guaranteed. Mrs. of neighboring clubs. The program,
Mona McIntosh, 235 Broadway. Tel. with Mrs. Robert E. Fcwle in charge,
22-M.—adv.
10*21 will be an illustrated lecture, "The
Mrs. Cora Farwell was hostess to
Lure of Maine," by Edward R. Place.
the Shakes.peare Society on Monday
visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s There will be soprano solos by Miss night at the h:me of Mrs. Ensign
second floor, 16 School street, Odd Ruth Gevalt with Miss Dolores Rod- ,
Otis. The leader was Miss Annie
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur rigue a.s accompanist. Tea will be
Frost who gave readings and com
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate served by Mrs. Walter Wilson, for
mented on the play. The Taming of
merly cl Rockland.
prices.
the Shrew. Miss Annie Frost, Mrs.
Eva Hellier, Mrs. Leola Wiggin, Mrs.
Vanessa Cowan, Mr.s. Edith Bird,
Mrs. Irene Moran, Miss Relief Nich
ols, Mrs. Irene Walker, Mrs. Alice
Jameson' and Miss Alice Erskine
tcok part in the reading of the in
troduction and part of The Taming
of the Shrew. Mrs. Edward Hellier
gave a paper on Padua, the home of
the Shrew.

David R. Eaton, lecturer of Pen-J
ascot View Grange of Glen. Cove
(tended the recent lecturer's con•rence in Augusta.

ft
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Every-Other-Day

Club

was

entertained

Tuesday afternoon by Mrs. Edward
Benner. The afternoon was spent
in doing Red Cross sewing.

By K. S. F.

ThLs
instead
cellent
Nettie’s

is the time to eat cookies
cf cake and if you like ex
oatmeal cockies try these:
Special:
Oatmeal Cri pies

One cup butter, J cup brown sugar
1 oup white sugar, cream thoroughly.
Add 2 eggs (beaten) and 1 tea
spoon vanilla. Bead well. Add I1cups flour sifted with 1 teaspeon
salt and 1 teaspoon soda. Add 3
cups quick-cooking oatmeal and
cvp chopped nuts cr 1 package
chocclate bits. Mix and drop 1 heap
ing teaspoon fcr each one. Bake
10 minutes in 350 degree oven.
• • • •
Mother: "My daughter, do you
know what happens when ycu
break one of the Ten Command
ments?”
Daughter: "Sure, you have nine
left."
• • • •
It was Arthur Phelps, who gave
this thought worthy cf deep consideraticn, "More than half the dif
ficulties of the world would be al
layed or removed by the exhibition
of good temper, and did you ever
notice w’hat comfort comes to the
heart when temper Ls subdued by
thoughtful pause?”
•

•

e

•

The two stars nearest the earth
are the sun and Alpha Centaurus.
Their distances are €«3 million miles
and 25 trillion miles. ThLs country
Ls now talking in billions but it may
soon be talking in trillions. Who
knows?
•

•

e

•

"What a man lie is!” When you
hear someone use that expression
about any friend of ycurs, count
it a deep compliment. The real
business of "being a man* is not
really contingent cn age or environ
ment.
• • • •
Down in Mississippi they have the
birds in business selling the Delta
ccuntry to tourists and it’s all be
cause of the sweet soft singing of
the nightingale. It’s really a mock
ing bird but they call it the “Delta
nightingale”. They have a very
long and intricate song, warbling
their lovely dulcet toifes over and
over and up and down the
exquisite harmonics. Truly the most
elusive arias.
• • • •
Teacher: "Did you knew, children,
the camel can go a whole week
without touching water”.
Willie: "So cculd I if Momie
didn’t make me wash all the time".
• • • •
This is the season to study the
rare beauty of trees when every
spider web of a twig is silhouetted
against the blue of the sky in all
its lacy intricacies of growth; a
massed pattern of w’oven tapestry
of nature’s handiwork.

Mrs. Winfield Chatto of Frank
lin street is hostess to the members
of the Junior Auxiliary of the Pratt
Memorial Methodist Church tonight.

Mis»s Barbara Perry, who has been
a guest of her sister, Mr.s. Staniey
Quinn in North Haven, for several
days, has returned home.

Richard

Mrs.

Hodsdon

(Agnes

Green) who has been making her

home in the Panama Canal Zone
with her husband. Lieut. Comman
der Richard P. Hodsdon, has been
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Charles
Emery, Pacific street.

9 • • •

Music lovers and those who have
deep feelings for the highest in
musical appreciation, hold memo
ries of Prcf. Adelbert Wells Sprague
:f Bangor precious in their hearts
thankfulness fcr all that he has ac
complished for the State and for
them individually. He was a tower
of human strength to the deeply
levered Prof. William Rogers Chap
man all through his vibrant years
of educational werk in Maine for
the best in the music of the world,
’prof. Sprague has held firm to the
traditions in music and the lovers
of this art will still hcpe for years
of relations with him musically.

SAVING!
on

HELENA RUBINSTEIN
Creams, Lotions,

Make-Up

SPECIAL OFFER

• • • 9

Jimmy sat by the side of the
road sobbing.
"What’s the matter, little man?"
said a kindly gentleman.
“I—I’m afraid to go to school”,
he sobbed.
“But why?" asked the man, "You
haven't been a naughty boy have
you?"
“No, but my sister turned the
teacher down last night anel he is
mad a/ everybody*'.
• • • 9

man speaking of a young girl
almost come to womanhood he had
met said she locked a mere girl but
showed the character of a woman
for courage through hardship
Rather like clear cool air with
qualities which those first women
who came to this country must
have had before they turned lux
urious and decadent and frivolous.

♦

&

A

Mrs. Elizabeth Leppanen an
nounces the engagement of her
daughter. Miss Miriam Leppanen,
to Donald A. Kennedy, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Kennedy of Scuth
Portland. Miss Leppanen graduated
from St. George High School in
1939. Mr. Kennedy graduated from
• • • 9
the Roosevelt High Schocl, Hono
Herbert
Hoover,
honorary’ chair
lulu. Hawaii in 1938. No date has
man
of
the
National
Committee on
been set for the wedding.
Food for the Small Democracies,
makes the following statement on
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
the committee's present policy: "We
cannot abandon the great cause
of millions of women and children
who are starving in the occupied
democracies—Norway, Poland, Bel
FIGHT MISERY
U-h
gium, Holland. France. Serbia and
where you feel it-rub B /I/* If 6 Greece. From new on they are our
throat, chest and
back with time-tested w VapoRuB allies".

COLDS:

of punch and cakes were served.

Important new
for ,vnur
beauty and ycur budget! 20%
reduction on Helena Rubinstein
beauty preparations. Here are
savings that may never be re
peated.
NOTE: Due to the national
emergency Colognes, Eaux de
Toilette, Perfumes, Compact*,
Kits, Luggage and Gift Sets
wUI not he included in this 20%
DISCOUNT EVENT.
These
items still available at regular
prices. (May soon increase).

•ij i

ft Are cosmetics
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Abe Lincoln

« Extension agents

HOLLYWOOD
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By Chuck Cochard

KNOX-LINCOLN
FARM BUREAU

of Maine, was in charge of a meet
Henry Keller of West Rockport ing in Bristol, Feb. 3. Her subject
has built an addition to his brooder was Good Nutrition and it included
house. He has started his electric the first two lessons of the special
incubator and ts planning on some six-lesson nutrition course given
with the co-operation of Civilian
early chicks this year.
Defense for anyone interested in
A meeting on the tax situation in
Nutrition. There w’ere 33 present.
Hope will be held Wednesday night
Feb. 18. at the Hope Corner Grange J The home demontration agent
liail. Dcnald Reed cf the Extension presented these first two nutrition
lessons in Simonton, February 4.
service will be the speaker.
Dinner was prepared and served by
Dairymen in App'.etcn will oe in
the foods leader, Mrs. Frank Mar
terested in- a meeting that will be
cello and Mrs. Ernestine Buzzell.
held Tue day night Feb. 17. at the
At Boothbay, there were nineteen
community dining rocm. Roland
present
at this Good Nutrition meet
Gushee will be in charge of local
ing
which
the home demonstration
arrangements. Feeding for more
agent conducted Feb. .5. The first
profits will be discussed.
lesson considered the value of fcod
The last meeting on “Better Liv-,
to the body, how it performed cer
ing frem the Farm’’ will be held) tain functions in the body and brief
Thursday night Feb 19. at Noble- ly what foods furnish these differ
boro Grange hall. Colored slides on ent essentials. The second lessen
Exten'ion work in Knox and Lin given in the afternoon was on Vita
coln Counties will be shown, and
min C—its value, scurces. how cock
talks cn gardening by Ccunty Agent
ing and storing affect Vitamin C
R. C. Wentworth and Home Dem
and tlie symptoms which occur when
onstration Agent Lucinda Rich.
the-diet lacks this vitamin.
Every farm in Kn:x and Lin
Mrs. Hattie Lawry entertained
coln Counties should have a garden the Farm Bureau Friday, Feb. 6.
thi year . One that will net only when the home demonstration agent
furnish enough products fcr the
was present to give the first two les
family's use during the Summer but sons of this nutrition ccurse. In
also enough to can for Winter. A spite of a bad storm, there was a
peed garden will mean many extra gcod attendance. Mrs. Lawry- and
dollars to the farm income A pig, j Mrs. Eva Russell served dinner. The
a ccw and a few hens will als: help table decorations and the menu car
iu the food lor defense program.
ried out an attractive yellow and
There will be a poultry meeting at |
green colcr scheme.
Earl Gaw's home on the Boothbay
The home demonstration agent
road Tuesday night, Feb 24
was in Vinalhaven Monday Feb. C«.
Farmers and feed dealers inter for the Oood Nutrition meeting held
ested in obtaining government
at Mrs. Agnes Smalley's home.
wheat should contact the Agricul
Other communities having this
tural Conservation Office. Pest meeting this ccming week are
O.7i »? Building, Rcckland. The Edgeccmb. Feb. 12; Burkettville,
price is 96 cents per bushel for
Feb. 13; North Edgecomb. Feb. 17,
whole wheat and $1 for cracked Or
and Sheepscot, Feb. 20.
ders must be for car lots.
At East Union 45 attended the
Eggs tc be hatched for the baby
supper and meeting on “Better Liv
chick shew that will be held dur-!
ing from the Farm" recently. The
ing Farm and Home Week should be j
supper was served by the Farm
shipped to J. R. Smythe. College of I
Bureau for the benefit of the Sun
Agriculture, University of Maine,
day
School. County Agent R. C.
Orono, to arrive Feb. 28 Fifty eggs [
Wentworth, showed colored slides
will be set for each entry and they ,
of farm projects and encouraged
must be from pullorum clean flecks.
mere gardens this Summer.. He ex
Wilh the Homes
plained lime requirements for soils
Miss Kathryn Briwa. Extension and also insect control. The home
foods specialist from the University demonstration agent, Lucinda Rich,
Agriculture

gave information on ways of being
saving cn clothes, household equip
ment and furnishings, etc. She also
explained the canning and storing
budget, and the special six-le6son
nutrition course.
Miss Charlotte Cleaves, extension
clothing specialist, will present the
material on Tailoring Tricks to the
clothing project leaders of Lincoln
County at Nobleboro, Feb. 18: and
the home demonstration agent will
conduct a similar training class at
Camden Grange Hall, Thursday.
Feb. 19 for those project leaders in
Kncx County.
Beys interested in the free cor
respondence course being offered by
National Junior Vegetable Grow
ers' Association should send their
registration cards in to the club
office right away this week.
Ten new boys have joined the
4-H campaign for more food pro
duction. They are Chester Creamer,
Floyd Mank, Raymond Trask, Raymend Mank. Clyde Genthner, Doug
las McLain, Richard Keene, Rich
ard Osier, Edward Creamer and
John Osier, all of Bremen. Their
first meeting was Feb. 4. they elect
ed officers as follows: Richard
Keene, president: Raymond Mank,
vice president; John Osier, secre
tary and treasurer, Chester Cream
er. They will be known as the
Hcckomock 4-H. Harvey Hope is
the leader.
The Happv-gc-Luckies had 100
percent attendance at their meet
ing Feb. 5. After the business meet
ing they had a Valentine box and
played games.. Refreshments of
apple pie and ice cream were served
Mrs. .Ralph Crockett and Mrs. Mil
dred Gammon are leaders of the
club.
Calvin Cheney was awarded a gold
pin, the county award for work
dene in the rural electrification
contest during the past year, by the
club aegnt at a meeting of the club
Friday evening. Feb. 6. at the home
of their leader, Bernal Jewett. After
the business meeting the boys se
lected demonstrations and teams
for their meeting. March 6.
Tlie Happy Aitcher of Thomas
ton scored their fcod and health
habits at their meeting Feb. 3.

YOU can kelp

surveyor to establish the line. He
was influenced by someone in mak
ing the new line West cf the origi
E. H. Philbrick Only Living nal one and this made the bridge in
Palermo where it is today. The town
Person Who Heard the
built a new one last Summer.
Original Story
The division has always been re
Rockland, Feb. 10 ferred to as the old and the new
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: — Palermo line. As the line went fur-!
I was greatly Interested in the ar • ther along it took in a large strip
ticle concerning Hibbert’s Gore as cf Washington, making Hibbert's.
I am the only living person to hear Gore.
the original story from the lips cf I don't know why it is called a
the persons involved in the dispute. “bog" bridge as there is no bog
My grandfather. William L. Lewis, there. It is a short bridge over a
owned a farm joining the Palermo pure stream of water.
line and entered upon housekeeping ! My grandfather cleared this farm
there in 1818. Some time after that, frem a wilderness and reared a fam- I
Mrs. Lewis was riding across the ily of 11 children, my mother being
bridge (made cf logs* in a two cne of them. Four cf his sons were
j
wheeled carrage. The horse took in the Civil War.
fright and ran back, one wheel go But that was before Vitamins A1
ing over the side of the bridge. As and B were discovered and people
there was no railing, she fell to the ate cut of tin cans and wcmen pow
bottom of the stream, suffering se dered their noses and painted their
' lips and finger nails and went to the
vere injuries.
Mr. Lewis brought suit against beauty parlor tw’ice a week and
the town (Patricktown) which re wore short dresses and high heeled
E. H. Philbrick
fused to pay, saying the bridge was shces.
not in the town. The Court sent a

About Hibbert’s Gore

Members will try to eat more fruits
and vegetables and less candy and
soft drinks. The meeting was held
at Earlita Porter’s home. Miss
Betty Fales ls the leader.
t tc
Gwendolyn Dean, Dorothy Hard
en, Lorraine Curry. Katherine
Curry, Margaret Sawyer and Eliza
beth Sawyer sewed on Red Cross
work with their leader, Mrs. Lura
Sawyer at their meeting Feb. 5 at
Mrs. Sawyer’s home.
The Chewonki 4-H boys of Wis
casset discussed the “Importance -of
Good Seed Selection" with their
leader Percy Hcdgdon at their meet
ing Feb. 4 at Mr. Hodgdon’s home.
The Hill Top Juniors of Hope
made plans for their public demon
stration which is to be given at the
Grange meeting at Hope Peb. 21.
at their meeting Feb. 7. Mrs. Mabel
Wright is leader of the club.

CUSHING

Selective Service registration will
be held Feb. 14. 15 anti 16 at the
office of the Jcwn clerk, W B.
Holder.
Air raid wardens will meet to
night at Watts hall, Thomaston
where a lecture will be given on
“Chemical Warfare” This town is
affiliated with Thomaston
in
civilian defense, and a large attend
ance is urged at this meeting. Those
who have net volunteered for this
service are encouraged to do so at
this gathering. Both men and wcm
en are needed.

One of the most terrible execu
tioners of great souls springs from
a tribe of dwarfed, blind spirits—
and his name is Spite!
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Answer Lo this puzzle on page four
S

II

10

15

NEW HARBOR

Mrs. Maude Tyus R. N. accom
panied Mrs. James Reilly Saturday
to the Deaconess Hospital, Boston
where Mrs. Reilly will receive medi
cal treatment.
The Willing Workers held an all
day session Wednesday with dinner
at noon at their hall.
Miss Geraldine Gillford has em
ployment at M. F. McFarlands.
Mrs. McFarland and son Stanton
are recovering from measles.
Mrs. Estella Penniman is visiting
her parents Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
Loud.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Search have
returned home from a visit with
relatives in Exter. N. IH.; North
hampton Mass.; and Philadelpia.
Miss Charles Biaisdell of Pemaquid Beach has employment at the
home cf B. B. Biaisdell, Mrs. Bla:sdell being ill with measles.
The Home' Nursing Class with
Mrs. Tyus R. N. as instructor is
making good progress. Meetings
arc held Tuesday and Friday from
7 to 9.
Mrs. Leonard McLain entered
Miles Memorial Hospital Monday
for surgical treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold McFarland
have returned home after a visit
with relatives in Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph -Bourne,
son Charles of Thomaston. Mr.
and Mrs. Maurice Hilton, daugh
ter Ines and Floy-d Hilton and son
of Waldoboro visited Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Gifford.
Mrs. Norman Chase and chil
dren Norman and Barbara of
Chamberlain visited Friday with
Mrs. Chase's mother, Mrs. Lloyd
Hanna.
Mrs. Melvin Brackett is very ill.
Dr. Fuller of Pemaquid is in at
tendance.
Craig Tukey of Pemaquid Falls
is visiting his grandparents Mr.
and Mrs. George Gilbert.
Mrs. Laura Etta Tibbetts is
boarding with Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Hanna this Winter.
Mrs. Carl Gifford and daughter
Carol Jean of Pemaquid Point
visited Sunday afternoon with
Maynard McFarland.
Alfred Hines of Round Pond is
boarding with Mrs. Stanford Tukey

3M
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WAYS LIKE THIS

HO HI

If you are dialing, be careful to
bring the finger all the way to the
linger stop and allow the dial to re
turn by itself (it's the return that
docs the actual dialing).

?
✓ When you

Which ties up enough operators and switch
board equipment to serve a whole city the
size of Manchester, N. H. Equipment and
skill needed for us to do our full part in
the Nation's efforts.

Raw materials such as copper, zinc, alumi
num, lead and rubber for switchboards,

cables and other equipment are scarce and
getting scarcer.

We are doing everything we can. Will you
give the number to

the operator, please speak slowly
and clearly

why. Spend 45 cents today at Comer
Drug Store; Thom Batons Agent. Mc
Donald Drug Store or any drug store
for a bottle of Buckley's CANADIOL
Mixture.

EL COMODORO HOTEL
Ho*** ,

1 >*•"*

OPEN

THE

rr

YEAR

ROUND

Ut BOSTON

Room and bath from $3 — double from S5 — suites from Sh
466 Commonwealth Avenue, at Charlesgate West
Henry A. Burnham. Mgr.

f8

,

WriB

llll

UH

56

S3
ST

13

60

'.Tit' p-’,.GW

65
These beautiful apartments are de

Even (hough you're pretty sure of

4*

Pour yourself a teaspoon of Buck
ley’s CANADIOL Mixture—let lt lie on
your tongue a moment then swallow
slowly. Feel its quick powerful effec
tive action spread through throat,
head and bronchial tubes. Acts like
a flash. Right away lt starts to loosen
thick, choking phlegm and open up
clogged
bronchial tubes.
Over 10
million bottles sold in cold wintry
Canada.
A single sip will tell you

MX

H6

s7

117,544 customer calling errors a day . . .
everyday mistakes in telephoning. Each
error holds up switchboards, cables, equip
ment and skilled personnel an average of
21 seconds and 21 seconds multiplied by
117,544 amounts to 685 hours.

the number, it's better still to look
it up in the directory.

and Stop It N O W

Kenmore Square

LORO

35

si

Bombers at a New Eseglaaet Air Base

Plan your Vacation now!
For information or reser
vations, address Joseph
H. Adams, Mgr., or your
travel agent.

enjoy. Only 6 minutes to downtown Boston by tapid transit. Family

Make Your Home At

¥5

telephone service

Stop That
Coughing—

35

37

V7

during the remainder cf the school
year.

the heart of downtown Miami—
“just a whisper" from all activities.
There ere 250 artistically furnished
rooms with tub end shower from
$2.50 single end from $4.00
double. Steem heat. The modern
air cooled Coffee Shop is famous
for fine food—-at moderate prices.
The cocktail Lounge is deservedly
popular.

suites available. Garage facilities connected. No liquor sold.

56

31

Although always at a premium, Over the White Cliffs of Dever," and
young leading men are getting “How About You,” on 11406 t .
scarce in this city of make-believe^ a new and favorite songstress
Uncle Sam has priority new—with Nancy Walker, singing “Ev’ry Time
Jimmie Stewart.. Wayne Morris. and “Shady, Lady Bird,” on 11400
Frank Fav tells about the girl u;
Tony Martin and many others in
said.
“And please. Santa Claus. fi;;
the service—and Hilliam Holden and
my
stocking
as well as God filled
Lew Ayres waiting to serve in the
Marlene
Dietrich
’s.”
armed forces. Robert Montgomery,
Stirling Hayden and Wallace Beery
it's winter:
are a few of the least publicized
I
For
The
Courier-Gazette |
ones serving their country in a uni
Where'er one looks on every Ha:,-!
form. The biggest problem in the j Are signs of Winter through the
industry today is not finding new Each snow-encrusted blade of gra
Locks like a tiny fairy lass.
leading men so much as keeping The dainty birches dip and wa\
Waving the travler on his wa>
the ones they have.
The sturdy firs and spruce and
Stand
snow-laden, straight and
Orchids tc one of the swellest gals Fields lately
clothed In sober bro.-.
in Hollywood, Joan Crawford. She Now glisten white ln bridal gov;
Hushed Is the river's tinkling
will get a leave of absence from And on Its surface skaters thr
While on the hills outside th- t
M-GM to /make a picture fcr Co The
daring skiers hurtle down
lumbia which was originally’ slated Oh. Winter days are all too shor:
enjoy each well-loved Winter
for Carole Lombard entitled “He To
Frem earliest dawn till set of ■
There
’s work and play for ever;,
Kissed the Bride.” Arrangements
Harriette G. Tri
have been made with the Treasury
Gorham
department for her entire salary of
$112,500 to be donated to charity. .
While just government protests
The new radio censorship has ali in their religious rites,
been put in effect, and although religion affords government it,
most listeners will not notice the surest support.—Washington.
change immediately it is the great
est thing which has ever been d-cne
for this industry'. The document
precludes giving aid or comfort to
the enemy, but protects- the taxpay
er’s right to squawk abcut taxes and
even the conduct of the war or any
thing else he wants tc talk about.
Such things as troep movements and
weather reports are banned and adlibbing has been curtailed, but not
sharply.
Another thing—you can’t call up
your local station and say, “Please
play ‘Elmer’s Tune' at 2 a. m. and
say Bill wants it dedicated to Dore
thy.” That might be a code signal
to saboteurs or it could tell a sub
marine that troopships are leaving
at a certain hour. All in all this is
a good move.
Enjoy th* blue skies—golden
Helen Hayes will probably not be
sunshine end tropical breezes of
Miami. Here is all the beauty and
•heard until Fall over the radio after
splendor of endless perfect days
the conclusion of her current series
end nights where deer coolness is
in March because of the war condi
enchanted by the moonlight and
the stars. Here is everything your
tions effecting the sale of tea. She
heart het dreamed—for a perfect
explained that it was toe much to
vacation.
do with her current tour of the play
- El Comodoro Hotel offers ell
“Candle in the Wind.”
the facilities, ell the restful charm
Best Bluebird record this week is
end perfect comfort to suit the
most exacting teste. Located in
Dick Todd’s ‘‘There’ll Be Blue Birds

bustle of the commercial hotel, in a quiet, restful atmosphere you II

MIAMI

IN
25

Jo

Established J;

Hero I* a hotel for permanent and (tansienl guests away from th»

17

21 I

IB

IN

STAR UTES

help? PLEASE CALL NUMBERS CARE
FULLY - CORRECTLY.
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE * TELEGRAPH CO.

67

signed for pleasant living.

Each

consists of a spacious living room,

HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
1-An embankment
47-Butte
5-Listen
50- Lucid
9-Thlckly wooded
51- Prenoun
land
52- Pol Iowa, as a spy
11-Flag
56-A vegetable
13- Pre fix. Twice
57- Early English
14- Combining form.
(abbr.)
Within
58- Corn-epikes
15- Greek god of love
59-T rim
18-Part of verb ‘To be’ 61- Trade mark (abbr.)
1G-A naval title (abbr.) 62- Cord-like structures
20-lndien lodges
(Anat.)
22- A pastry
64-Dinere
I
i.
23- Row
66- Act
25-Coal-eeuttles
67- Peruse
26- A flower
VERTICAL
27- Perceived
29- Relievee
1- Aet
30- Cut of po*k
2- Anger
31- Stalk of grain
3- County In S. E.
33-Crimaon
England
34- Within
4-The natural fat
35- Debark
5- A rodent (pi.)
36- Woodland spirit
6- Man’e name
36-Part of an egg (pi.) 7- Anewer (abbr.)
40-Superlative suffix
8- Mueical note
43- Strike out, aa a
9- Complete
vowel
10- Digit
44- A dance
11- An insect
45- At a point farther ia 12- Invaded suddenly

VERTICAL (Cont.)

bedroom, kitchenette, and tub and

13-Greek letter
17-Confusion
19-Combining form.
Bristle
21- A fruit
22- Assume an attitude

shower bath, comfortably and art

four people.

24- Recalls

downtown.

25- Tempers
27- Bend over
28- Steps
31- Pig-pen
32- Existed
36- Typewriter roller
37- Directs
39-Placed
41- Break suddenly
42- Dogmas
43- Large lake
46-Paper measure
46-Small particle
49-Take an oath
52- Rescue
53- Stupid person
54- Unit

istically furnished to accomodate

Located in the ex

BUY
UNITED

clusive Southwest section, within

five minutes from the center of

are

included.

grounds for sun-bething.
the

same

STATES

Maid service, electric

refrigeration, end all facilities for
cooking

management

Private

Under

es

the

Issued^
Tuesday
Thursday
Saturday

SAVINGS

MEET Y
Read and s

Your. Air R
what he cr she
air raids.
Your Wardei
He has seme adv
Do these thii
1. Have hi
2. Tell hin
frem home—whs
3. Tell hin
or handicapped.
4 Show hi
ask his suggestio
5. Ask hin
the official “all c
6. Show h:
tccting it again
7. Show hi
all buildings.
8. Ask hin
should you be ct
9. Answer
official, and mus
10. Carry o
sand, etc., cheeul
11. Ask In:.i
teer your service
unteer service.
Remember
looks like, when
emergency. He
defeating the J a)

Ward Five

Hear Their
System ot
Set
Louis B. Cook.
Warden for Rock
the wardens of Wai
Warden John
night. He explaii
of warnings which
are being establif
coast to warn of
enemy aircraft.
Mr. Cook stated
would undoubted!'
ships of the Navj
which would flash
their headquarters
turn to the main
center in Boston.
Frem Boston, the
telephone connect
watching posts aloi
There will be n
transmission of m
posts in this sectic
ton Army headq
phones will be con
tween here and
possibility of inti
instant a watcher
plane, he picks up
is talking with B
ters in a matter
This same conne
to all watching po.s
coast. Boston, in
ly connected with t
munications centc
coast with each
nection with a mai
town in their disti
The main centei
munity will be con
ward or sector pc
enemy approach a
ings will be tele
the final or air rail
that the planes ar)
air raid signals
the wardens and
go on duty.
The air raid
the sounding of
sirens, and other
be set up. for i
minutes in ccnji
continuous ringin
bells of the city.
All air raid wi
to their ward cerl
et the first warm
ctcd to the sectiui
signed them fcr
stressed that the
police powers, bul
lcc or any emo
direct them to th
are needed.
In the ‘dciins
meeting, each w
cards on which
a record cf all
each hcuss ui th
the location of
and the locatiod
trie and gar ehi
formation will be
headquarters anr
able in case of
is necessary to
pants of a hotu
hit and to lccatr
inlets. All fami
erate with the
v.ay when they
check of the hon
the difference

BONDS

ROYALTON HOTEL in downtown

Miemi. Your inspection is most
cordielly invited—
Rates-By-Week-Month-Season. For

AND STAMPS

HUI

further particulars write Manager

Royalton Hotel, Miami, Florida.
USSOUTHWOT
loth AVENUE

55- Satisfy

58-Before
60-A beverage
63-Suffix to form past

tense

65-A highway (abbr.^

582 MAI

